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“

“In a country like India with limited support from the industry and market, 

initiating 50 years ago (in 1964) publishing magazines relating to Army, 

Navy and Aviation sectors without any interruption is a commendable job 

on the part of SP Guide Publications. By this, SP Guide Publications has 

established the fact that continuing quality work in any field would result in 

success.”

Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India (*message received in 2014)
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A p p l i e d  f o r

ETA is Excellent Time  
for Aviation

The President of India set the ball rolling 
for India Aviation 2016 by talking about 
the unmatched opportunities in aviation 

here, unlike any other country

PusH TO THE CAusE OF CIVIL AVIATION: Minister of Civil AviAtion P. Ashok GAjAPAthi rAju 
releAses the broChure of SP’S Civil AviAtion YeArbook, A new initiAtive on the PArt of sP 
Guide PubliCAtions, whiCh will work towArds fillinG the vACuuM of A referenCe sourCe for 
the Civil AviAtion industry. the Minister hAd noted thAt A referenCe doCuMent will be of 
use At this Point of tiMe. 
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T
The ninTh ediTion of Defexpo India, an event of signifi-
cance for both the Indian as well as the global defence industry, 
is being held this year at Goa for the first time. The previous 
editions were held at the India International Trade Fair grounds 
Pragati Maidan in New Delhi. Dedicated to showcasing land, 
naval and internal homeland security systems, Defexpo India 
has maintained a steady growth trajectory over the years and 
has been receiving overwhelming international support with 
each edition. Defexpo India 2016 will provide an opportunity 
to all the exhibitors to showcase their latest products as well as 
their cutting-edge technologies. 

The event will also provide opportunities to explore the 
market and business potential for mutual benefit. One factor 
that is expected to provide added impetus to the business envi-
ronment would be the investment opportunities generated in 
India following the launch of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
‘Make in India’ campaign. We have the ‘Make in India’/Invest 
India team of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, on behalf 
of the Minister of Commerce and Industry, Nirmala Sitharaman, 
responding to our queries on how the Ministry is facilitating the 
Prime Minister’s major initiative.

Friday, March 18, this year will go down in the history of 
the Indian Air Force (IAF) as a Red Letter Day. It was on this 
day that the IAF staged a demonstration of its operational capa-
bility and firepower at the firing and test range of Pokhran in 
Rajasthan. Designated as Iron Fist 2016, the air exercise was 
witnessed by Pranab Mukherjee, the President of India and 
the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, Prime Minister 
Modi as well as other dignitaries. This issue of SP’s Aviation 
carries a detailed review of Exercise Iron Fist 2016 by Air Mar-
shal B.K. Pandey (Retd).

After years of persistent effort to procure light utility heli-
copters for the Indian Army and the IAF to replace the obso-
lescent fleets of Cheetah and Chetak helicopters, there is finally 
some light at the end of the tunnel. Plans for the licensed pro-
duction of 200 of the Russian Kamov Ka-226T light helicopters 
by the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited have crystallised and a 
new helicopter manufacturing facility at Tumukuru is coming 
up. But the Indian armed forces would need many more rotary-
wing platforms. In this issue of SP’s Aviation, Joseph Noronha 

reviews the long-term requirement of the Indian armed forces 
for military helicopters and assesses the potential for indige-
nous production to meet with this demand. A study on similar 
lines also carried out by Noronha for the state of the assets of 
military transport aircraft and the issue of indigenous produc-
tion capability. 

On the civil aviation front, the just concluded India Aviation 
2016 kept the momentum alive of the aviation industry which 
is agog with positive sentiments. A comprehensive report by 
R.Chandrakanth on how the aviation sector is going to unfold in 
the years to come has been captured in interviews with OEMs. 
ATR is working to enhance its fleet of regional aircraft in the 
country from the current level of 36 to around 60 to ensure the 
viability of their plans to establish MRO facility in the country. 
The regional aviation segment has been given a major push by 
the government and it is hoped that players will enter the fray, 
with the regional market so wide open. Similarly, the business 
aviation segment is also keen on engaging the government and 
this was made amply clear at the second BizAvIndia conference 
in Hyderabad. Business aviation is engaged in a battle of per-
ception that business aircraft are only for the rich and famous, 
something that is a major impediment to the growth of this seg-
ment of the civil aviation industry. 

All this and more apart from the regular features. Do visit us at 
Booth Number 10.5.5 in Hall Number 10 at Defexpo India 2016!

Jayant Baranwal 

Publisher & editor-in-Chief

One factOr that is expected tO 
prOvide added impetus tO the 

Business envirOnment wOuld Be 
the investment OppOrtunities 
generated in india fOllOwing 
the launch Of prime minister 

narendra mOdi’s ‘make in india’ 
campaign.
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SP’s Aviaiton (SP’s): When you say ‘Make in India’ what exactly 
is the destination – (a) to get foreign OEMs to manufacture 
the military platforms in India for Indian market and (b) to 
get foreign OEMs to manufacture for the overseas markets?
Ministry: The main objective of the ‘Make in India’ campaign is 
to transform India into a global design and manufacturing hub. 
The products manufactured in India can be used for domestic 
consumption and can be exported as well.

SP’s: What all incentives the foreign OEMs are supposed to 
get under the campaign?
Ministry: As per the extant Defence Procurement Procedure 
2013, foreign direct investment (FDI) in joint ventures with Indian 
enterprises is considered as an 
eligible avenue for discharge of 
offset obligations in India.

SP’s: In view of creating a 
solid India-based industrial 
complex, what all steps are 
being taken? 
Ministry: The government has 
taken the following initiatives 
in order to build an indigenous 
defence manufacturing base in 
India:

•	 Liberalisation of FDI cap in defence manufacturing. FDI 
up to 49 per cent is allowed under the automatic route. FDI 
beyond 49 per cent is allowed under government route on 
a case to case basis, which is likely to result in access to 
modern and state-of-the-art technology in the country.

•	 Issue of list of equipment requiring an industrial licence 
and liberalising regulations. The detailed list can be 
accessed from the link pasted (http://dipp.nic.in/English/
acts_rules/Press_Notes/pn3_2014.pdf)

•	 Finalisation of security manual for licensed defence 
industry? The security manual can be accessed from the 
link pasted (http://ddpmod.gov.in/showfile.php?lid=151)

•	 Increase in initial validity of of industrial licence? The ini-
tial validity of industrial licence 
has been extended to 15 years, 
which is further extendable up 
to 18 years for existing as well 
as future licences.
•	 Notified strategy for 
export of defence products? 
The detailed strategy can be 
accessed from the link pasted 
(http://ddpmod.gov.in/showfile.
php?lid=174)

The Narendra Modi-led Government is going aggressive on several initiatives and top of them 
all is the ‘Make in India’ plan. All the ministries are working in that direction, more so the 

Ministry of Commerce and Industry which is key to the push that is required for not just self-
reliance in several sectors but also to give it an export momentum. 

In response to questions from Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief of SP’s Aviation, the ‘Make in 
India’/Invest India team at the respective offices, on behalf of the Minister of Commerce and 
Industry, Nirmala Sitharaman, has outlined the ‘Make in India’ plans in the aerospace and 

defence sectors, the sectors that are going to give a massive thrust to development. The team 
on behalf of the Minister has responded to SP’s specific questions. Excerpts:

Ministry of 
Commerce 
‘facilitator’ of 
‘Make in India’ 
initiatives 

exclusive

Continued on page 12...
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After a break of nearly a year, India 
and Russia have resumed dialogue 
on the much delayed fifth-generation 
fighter aircraft (FGFA) project. As per 
sources in the Ministry of Defence, 
in the second week of February this 
year, a high level Russian delegation 
arrived in Delhi to restart negotiations 
on the FGFA project. India has already 
pumped in about $290 million into the 

project, but it got delayed because 
the Indian Air Force (IAF) had some 
issues. Russia has made a new offer 
on the delivery of Sukhoi T-50 (PAK 
FA) fighter jets to India under the 
joint FGFA initiative. Under the new 
offer, India will have to pay $3.7 bil-
lion, instead of $6 billion, for the 
technological know-how and three 
prototypes of PAK FA fighters.

The FiFTh-GeneraTion FiGhTer aircraFT (FGFA), as the 
name suggests, is a futuristic combat aircraft for the Indian Air 
Force (IAF). This aircraft has been under development jointly by 
Sukhoi of Russia and the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) for 
the last six years. It is planned to be a twin-seat derivative of the 
Russian T-50 PAK FA, a fifth-generation combat aircraft already 
under development for the Russian Air Force and currently in the 
test-flight phase. The IAF had projected the requirement of a twin-
seat version of the Russian combat aircraft as according to their 
operational doctrine, advanced long-range multi-role aircraft must 
carry a crew of two, one of whom would be the pilot and the other 
would function as the Weapon Systems Operator (WSO). Later the 
IAF accepted a mix of both single and twin-seat platforms.

The project was initiated in early 2007 with a study jointly 
by teams from India and Russia. As stated at that point in time 
by Mikhail Pogosyan, General Director of the Sukhoi Design 
Bureau, the funding, engineering and intellectual property 
rights were to be shared equally between the collaborating 
parties India and Russia. Customised for the IAF, the FGFA is 
planned to have significantly advanced features as compared 
to the T-50 PAK FA which is to include stealth characteristics, 
super-cruise capability, advanced sensors, networking capabil-
ity and the latest avionics to support its combat role.

A preliminary design contract between the two parties was 
drawn up and a memorandum of understanding was signed 
in December 2010. The time frame for the development of the 
FGFA was defined as ten years and India’s share of the develop-
ment cost was pegged at $6 billion. However, HAL’s work-share 
in design and development was fixed at 25 per cent and was to 
include critical software including the mission computer, navi-
gation systems, cockpit displays and countermeasure dispens-
ing (CMD) systems. As per the initial plan, the IAF was to get 
a total of 214 FGFA consisting of single and twin-seat aircraft, 
the latter to be assembled in India by HAL. However, in October 
2012, the total order was cut down to 144 aircraft.

Unfortunately, the FGFA project encountered several impedi-
ments from both the parties involved. For some reasons, in July 
2015, the Russian Ministry of Defence (MOD) announced its deci-

sion to drastically reduce its purchase order for the PAK FA to just 
12 aircraft, equivalent of one squadron and instead procure the 
less expensive Su-35S, a proven platform already in production. 
This statement from the Russian MOD was a jarring contradic-
tion to the statement in May 2015 by the Russian Air Force Com-
mander Viktor Bondarev who stated that the military was ready 
to buy as many PAK FA fighters as the industry could produce.

Analysts believe that a combination of factors such as the 
tardy pace of development of the PAK FA, heavy cost overruns 
and the grim financial situation in the country compelled the 
Russian MOD to recast its plans. There has been delay in the 
induction of the PAK FA in the Russian Air Force and end 2015, 
a contract was signed for 50 additional Su-35S. 

Action on the part of the IAF and the Indian aerospace 
industry also created hurdles that slowed the project down. 
Just before his retirement, Ashok Nayak, the then Chairman of 
HAL, stated that the IAF had projected a requirement to make 
as many as 45 improvements in the PAK FA for it to come up to 
the expectations of the service. The other issue that appears to 
have been a stumbling block is the ratio of work-share of HAL 
vis-à-vis the financial liability of the government, both of which 
were to be shared equally. However, in reality while the Indian 
side was expected to bear 50 per cent of the cost, the work-share 
of HAL was pitifully low thus depriving the aerospace industry 
of any advantage from the project that was valued at $30 billion. 

The power plant for the FGFA has also been a subject of 
dispute with Sukhoi. Currently, the T-50 is powered by the NPO 
Saturn AL-41F1, which only is an upgraded version of the AL-
31FP engine that powers the Sukhoi-30MKI. The IAF’s require-
ment is to have a modern and more powerful engine to give the 
FGFA super-cruise capability. Development of a new engine will 
add to delay.

After nearly a year of stalemate, the two sides have met to 
resolve the contentious issues and move forward. The need of 
the IAF for the FGFA has become far more acute on account of 
the cancellation of the contract for 126 Rafale jets. SP

—By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
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can we carry more 
troops and more 
cargo and have fuel 
to spare?

the a330 mrtt – multIrole gIves you more.

More fuel – 111 tonnes to refuel every present and future 
receiver. More passengers – 300 sitting in airline comfort. 
More payload – 45 tonnes. The A330 MRTT is an exceptional 
all-in-one solution, able to do all of the preceding in the same 
mission and over huge distances. And the fact that it shares 
its airframe with one of the world’s most successful civil jets 
guarantees the A330 MRTT will continue to offer more for  
years to come. Find out more at airbusds.com/A330MRTT

A330MRTT_EN_SPS_AVIATION_210x267+5.indd   1 09/03/16   08:16
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BY Air MArshAl B.K. PAndeY (retd)

IAF BUDGETARY 
SHARE IS  

21 PER CENT
The continuous downslide in the budgetary allocation for defence over the last five 

decades is an eloquent commentary on where national security stands in the spectrum 
of priorities for successive governments
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It was somewhat IntrIguIng as well as disappoint-
ing that the Minister of Finance Arun Jaitley failed to cover 
the budgetary allocation to defence in his presentation of 
the national budget 2016-17 to the Parliament on February 
29, 2016. The supreme irony is that the Ministry of Defence 
(MoD), one of the largest consumers of public funds, was not 

regarded as worthy of even a cursory mention. However, soon 
after the somewhat lengthy presentation in the Parliament, 
the 47-page speech of the Minister of Finance was available 
on the Internet. The fact that in the 47-page document, only 
12 lines were devoted to the defence budget came as another 
surprise. But soon after the presentation of the national bud-
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RELENTLESS JOURNEY OF 
EXCELLENCE SINCE 1964

get in the Parliament, reports and analyses began to appear 
in the different TV news channels and newspapers most of 
which also lacked clarity.

Overall allOcatiOns
Broadly speaking, the allocation for expenditure on defence for 
the financial year 2016-17 stands at `2,49,099 crore. This fig-
ure is fairly close to the allocation made in the financial year 
2015-16 which was `2,46,727 crore. The increase this year 
over the initial allocation made in the preceding financial year, 
is a mere `2,372 crore, an enhancement by under one per cent. 
This could possibly be one reason why the Minister of Finance 
did not cover the defence budget in his speech. However, when 
viewed against the revised estimates for the financial year 
2015-16 which was `2,24,636 crore, the increase in the alloca-
tion this year is `24,463 crore, a hike by ten per cent. This is 
still distinctly below the annual defence inflation figure which 
is normally around 15 per cent. In terms of overall government 
spending, the MoD will consume about 12.6 per cent of the 
government’s overall spending in the financial year 2016-17, 
approximately the same as the revised estimates for the finan-
cial year 2015-16.

When the expenditure on defence is considered as a per-
centage of gross domestic product (GDP), the allocation for 
the MoD is around 1.65 per cent. The share of GDP dedicated 
to expenditure on defence which, as 
per experts, ought to be in the region of 
three per cent, in any case not less than 
2.5 per cent. However, there has in fact 
been a continuous downslide in this fig-
ure over the last five decades. This itself 
is an eloquent commentary on where 
national security has all along stood in 
the spectrum of priorities for successive 
governments.

allOcatiOns fOr the iaf vis-À-vis 
cOmmitments
Of the total budgetary allocation of 
`2,49,099 crore for the financial year 
2016-17, the share of the Indian Air Force 
(IAF) which is a highly equipment oriented service, stands at 
`51,211 crore. In terms of manpower, the IAF is only a fraction 
of the strength of the Indian Army. However, the IAF needs to 
spend a relatively higher percentage of the budgetary allocation 
on new hardware inductions as amongst the three services, it 
is the most dependent on imports of weapon systems and air-
borne platforms. As the IAF spends less than half the budget-
ary allocation on revenue expenditure, it is left with a higher 
percentage of the total allocation to finance its projects related 
to modernisation.

In terms of percentage, the share of the defence budget for 
the IAF for the coming financial year, i.e. 2016-17, stands at 
21 per cent. There has been a steady decline over the last few 
years in this figure as well, as the share of the budget for the 
IAF stood at 23 per cent in the year 2014 and this dwindled to 
22 per cent in the financial year 2015-16. 

Under the capital budget, the IAF has been allocated 
`27,555 crore as against `28,643 crore allotted in the budget 
last year. Thus there has been a reduction by `1,088 crore in 
the capital budget this year, which translates to a cut by three 
per cent. This appears somewhat incongruous and difficult to 
reconcile with as the several capital-intensive procurement 
projects for the IAF are underway. These include procure-

ment of 22 AH-64E Apache attack helicopters from Boeing 
and 15 CH-47F Chinook heavy-lift helicopters also from 
Boeing. These platforms are being procured through global 
tenders under the existing Defence Procurement Procedure 
(DPP) and together are valued at $3 billion (approximately 
`20,000 crore). These two deals will require substantial sums 
for payment of the first instalment in advance. In addition, 
heavy investments are required in the several joint develop-
ment and manufacturing projects such as the Indo-Russian 
fifth-generation fighter aircraft (FGFA) project which seems 
to have overcome the impediments and is moving forward 
again. The other Indo-Russian project is the joint develop-
ment of the multi-role transport aircraft (MTA) which is cur-
rently in a logjam which hopefully will be resolved soon. In 
addition, there has been an agreement between India and 
Russia for the joint manufacture of the Kamov Ka-226T light 
utility helicopter to replace the fleets of Cheetah and Chetaks 
which are obsolescent and are overdue for retirement from 
service. Following this agreement. a contract is expected to 
be formalised soon for the manufacture of 200 of the Kamov 
Ka-226T light utility helicopters jointly between a Russian 
original equipment manufacturers and the Indian aerospace 
major the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL). A new facil-
ity is being created for this project in Tumkur, 70 km north 
of Bengaluru which will require huge investments. The foun-

dation stone for this facility has already 
been laid in the recent past by Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi. Case for addi-
tional flight refuelling aircraft for the 
IAF by way of six Airbus A330 multi-role 
tanker transport (MRTT) aircraft, is also 
being processed. This deal is expected to 
be valued at over `10,000 crore.

Contract negotiations are also 
underway for 36 Rafale jets from Das-
sault Aviation of France. The total out-
lay at this point in time as per the price 
quoted by Dassault Aviation is €11.5 bil-
lion (`78,000 crore). However, the MoD 
expects to beat the price down by around 
25 per cent to less than `60,000 crore. If 

the contract is finalised in the near future, the IAF will have to 
shell out the first instalment which would be in the region of 
`10,000 crore as payment in advance as the first instalment. 
This certainly will be a major burden on the capital budget. 
The IAF will also require funds to upgrade the older fleets to 
extend their service life. These would include the Jaguars that 
were inducted around three decades ago as well as the older 
versions of helicopters.

the final WOrd
In the emerging geopolitical environment and the deterio-
rating security situation, the IAF will be confronted with 
new challenges. The most daunting of these will perhaps 
be a two-front war resulting from a combined offensive by 
China and Pakistan. With the rapidly depleting strength of 
the combat fleet, as expounded during an interaction with 
the media on March 10 this year, the Vice Chief of Air Staff 
made a candid admission that the IAF did not have the 
capability to effectively cope with the situation described 
above. The budgetary allocations for capital acquisitions 
are distinctly well below the genuine requirements of the 
IAF. To that extent, budget 2016-17 has been somewhat 
disappointing for the IAF. SP
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BY Group Captain B. Menon (retd)

Stripped of jargon, the operational status of an organ-
isation is the extent of its ability to accomplish tasks which are 
likely to be assigned to it. It is essential that likely tasks are 
visualised and assessed as accurately as possible.

Assessment of CApAbilities And performAnCe
For commercial entities, return on investment is the primary 
concern. In the area of development, the aim would be to pro-
vide cost-effective facilities, transportation, utilities, etc, to an 
area or population base and then to maintain or even expand 
these. Evaluation of the capabilities of such organisations can 
be assessed from balance sheets, created infrastructure on the 
ground and the improvement in quality of life of the intended 
beneficiaries after the task is completed.

Certain areas such as health care, fire and accident relief, 
disaster management and law and order, require organisations 
to monitor trends, act to deter adverse developments and also 
to visualise and prepare to deal with sudden and possibly unex-

pected emergencies. They have to be equipped, manned and 
trained for contingencies whose likelihood, duration, severity 
and many other factors cannot be accurately predicted.

The armed forces are foremost this category. A prime task 
is deterrence and success here can only be measured by main-
tenance of status quo or absence of armed conflict. Consider-
ing the destructive potential of modern weapons, any shortfalls 
in capability could well result in the destruction of the state 
itself, making evaluation of the performance of its military an 
academic exercise for historians. This makes operational sta-
tus assessments of the armed forces vital and a high degree of 
accuracy of assessment becomes essential for national security. 

Irrespective of the perceptions of some, the profession of arms 
is a complex one requiring skills and hands on experience. Assess-
ment of the operational capabilities of the armed forces the world 
over is therefore done by people within the organisation and then 
reported to the political masters who carry the ultimate responsi-
bility. The danger of this is that it becomes difficult to carry out an 

Considering the destructive potential of modern weapons, shortfalls in capability could 
well result in the destruction of the state itself, making evaluation of the performance of 

its military an academic exercise

OPERATIONAL 
STATUS OF THE IAF

su-30mki - the air dominance fighter of the iaf
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unbiased evaluation of one’s own capabilities. Organisations are 
often harsh with those who voice criticism. A ‘do not rock the boat’ 
syndrome comes into force. This is a universal problem.

operAtionAl stAtus of the iAf in the pAst
In its formative years during World War II, there was barely any 
time to recruit personnel, give them some form of training and 
send them off to war to learn on the job. In these circumstances, 
operational status assessment was based on actual combat per-
formance. Post World War II till up to a decade ago, the Indian 
Air Force (IAF) had limited contact with other air forces and 
this isolation to some extent affected its operational philosophy 
and doctrine. The IAF appeared to prepare and train for the 
last war, a malaise common to most armed forces in the world.

Prior to 1962, a few senior offices with combat experi-
ence voiced concerns about the erosion of the capabilities of 
the IAF and the inability to provide a credible deterrent to 
the adversary across the North-eastern border. They were 
silenced and ignored. 1962 brought the nation into military 
conflict with a major Asian power and resulted in a trauma 
that exists even today. The nation learned the hard way that 
rhetoric and orders that are impossible to carry out coupled 
with commanders lacking competence, cannot achieve results. 
Resources, training, leadership and professional assessments 
of what is possible and what is not are needed. The nation was 
totally unprepared to fight a large force in the mountains and 
did not use the IAF in combat. 

Between 1962 and 1965 there was a rapid expansion of the 
IAF. It is possible that some aspects of operational preparedness 
were compromised in the effort to build up force levels. 1965 
showed up some deficiencies in inter-services coordination, tac-
tics and some other aspects. Ironically this was in a force that had 
excelled in close support to ground forces in Burma two decades 
earlier. These lessons fortunately began to be absorbed and 1971 
saw much better cooperation amongst the three services.

Operational preparedness of larger formations continued to 
be assessed by exercises which were not very realistic. Individual 
skills of flying units were invariably assessed by weapons deliv-
ery results in ideal conditions over familiar terrain with lots of 

safety restrictions in force. They were unrealistic and divorced 
from the realities of combat. The danger was that people were 
trained for exercise environments and not for conditions resem-
bling combat. The IAF had limited night, electronic warfare, 
adverse weather and precision attack capabilities and a mindset 
appears to have come about of ignoring these aspects despite the 
fact that potential enemies were developing these capabilities. 
Simulators in military aviation were always a low priority area 
in the IAF of the past and sophisticated pure flying and mission 
simulators were not procured till recently. Weapons effect plan-
ning became a part of serious operational planning quite late and 
target-to-weapons matching was often done based on unrealistic 
gunnery meet results. However, the IAF did finally get a dedi-
cated operational evaluation organisation.

the present
A welcome change along with the force modernisation starting 
in the late 1980s has been the exposure of the IAF to the doc-
trine, tactics and equipment of other modern air forces during 
various exercises in the last ten years. This has boosted confi-
dence, given valuable lessons and showed up weak areas. Bar-
ring some juvenile remarks by odd individuals, the majority of 
participants have greatly enhanced their professional skills and 
benefited from the exposure during these exercises.

Acquisition of long-range strike capabilities through inflight 
refuelling capability, induction of airborne command and control 
systems, integrated electronic warfare equipment, standoff pre-
cision guided weapons, secure real time communications with 
data links, night and adverse weather capability and real time 
accurate target intelligence are some of the aspects which have 
improved the operational capability of the IAF. It is hoped that 
these assets are gainfully exploited by our commanders to pre-
pare for the next war and not to fight the last one again.

Simulation has finally been accepted by the service for 
activities ranging from basic pure flying to mission profile train-
ing and validation as well as for plans validation. As weapons 
become more expensive, firing them off on weapons ranges to 
give operators the feel of using them is something no force can 
afford. Precision weapons have almost standardised weapons 

airbus a330 mrtt, once inducted, will Prove to be an effective force multiPlier
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accuracies for a particular platform so that weapons effect plan-
ning is much more realistic.

the WAy forWArd
These trends along with increased use of unmanned systems, 
cyber warfare and stealth will dominate air wars in the future. 
The operational status of the IAF will have to be assessed in 
such realistic scenarios mainly through simulation. This will 
also help in eliminating bias in assessment. Commanders must 
still have the courage to project true force capabilities to their 
political masters and not tell them only what they want to hear. 

The IAF is faced with a drawdown of flying assets and this 
downwards slide will continue well past the mid-2020s. The need 
is to make a realistic assessment of what it can achieve with such 
depleted force levels. Tasks have to be matched to capabilities as 
otherwise tasks will remain as unachievable dreams.

One of the parameters that define readiness is availability of 
forces. Aircraft serviceability of the prime and the most numer-
ous fighter asset of the IAF, the Su-30MKI, is hovering around 
the 50 per cent mark as per open source reports. This is an 
alarming figure for the IAF where 75 per cent had been the 
minimum acceptable level. This combined with the drawdown 
caused by withdrawal of obsolete assets, renders the situation 
alarming. The IAF will soon be unable to pose a credible deter-
rent. Low serviceability is one deficiency that can and has to 
be corrected in house. If the malaise of low serviceability is not 
rectified, talking about a two-front conflict with containment 

on one front and large-scale offensive action on the other, will 
remain as mere rhetoric.

The last factor is a change in mindset. Senior commanders 
must at least listen to new concepts instead of discarding them 
because they were formulated by juniors. Age is not the only 
measure of wisdom. All stakeholders must realise that if war 
is too important a business to be left to the generals, national 
security is too important a business to be left solely to the politi-
cal leadership and the bureaucracy. SP
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•	 notified list of military stores requiring no objection 
Certificate from department of defence production? The 
detailed list can be accessed from the link pasted (http://
dgft.gov.in/exim/2000/NOT/NOT13/not11513.pdf)

Sp’s: Will the technologies be borrowed/purchased from overseas?
Ministry: Yes, the technologies will be transferred by the for-
eign companies.

Sp’s: Will the route of transfer of technology (tot) be used 
to enable fast establishment of industries offering instant 
delivery possibilities?
Ministry: No, transfer of technology will only enable the for-
eign companies to get more incentives. It will not enable faster 
establishment of such industries.

Sp’s: research & development – it has been confined to 
drdo (defence research and development organisation), 
in our country so far. What all is being done to expand the 
number of players in india?
Ministry: The government is considering providing incentives 
for undertaking R&D activities in India. As per the informa-
tion available in public domain, the government is considering 
to fund private R&D for building a defence technology base in 
the country for which various norms will be stipulated in the 
Defence Procurement Procedure 2016. Moreover, the first bud-
get of the current government had also provided for creating a 
`100-crore technology development fund to provide resources 
to public and private sector companies to support research and 
development (R&D) of defence systems.

Sp’s: Will the government be funding any programmes in 
case private sector companies are willing to work on devel-
opment of certain military programmes?
Ministry: Yes. The fund is being created to support companies 
to invest in R&D. 

Sp’s: how about stronger accountability within  
drdo ensuring that there is less wastage of public 
monies, while the results do not really align with those 
dimensions?
Ministry: The government is taking steps to improve the per-
formance of DRDO to transform the organisation into a hub for 
defence manufacturing.

fdi

Sp’s: as current level is 49 per cent (raised from 26 to 49), 
which kind of programmes may still attract beyond the 
limit of 49 per cent?
Ministry: As per the FDI policy, now FDI beyond 49 per cent is 
allowed under approval route in cases which result in access to 
modern and state-of-the-art technology in the country.

Sp’s: What has been the total of fdi till now as a result of 
the referred raise?
Ministry: As per the statistics published on DIPP (Department 
of Industrial Policy and Promotion) website, defence sector has 
managed to received FDI amounting to `0.48 crore between 
September 2014 to December 2015 (i.e the time since the FDI 
cap was increased from 26 to 49 per cent). SP

mi-17v5 on a mission

Ministry of Commerce....continued from page 5
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BY Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)

‘MAKE IN INDIA’ - 
IS IT HAPPENING?

During the sorDiD saga of the medium multi-role aircraft 
that is still ambling towards its epilogue, avid watchers of the 
Indian aviation industry have been bemused witnesses to Das-
sault’s overtures to Reliance in preference to the Hindustan Aero-
nautics Limited (HAL) as a partner for the manufacture of the 
Rafale in India. Indeed, had Rafale had its way and had HAL’s 
bureaucratic hold in the public sector domain been less vigorous, 
the Rafale deal may well have seen Reliance leaping on to the 
centre stage of Indian aerospace manufacturing industry. Alas, 
that opportunity knocked fleetingly on India’s doors and passed 
into eternity.

One must concede that Reliance does not currently have the 
infrastructure in place to take on a task as gigantic and complex 
as producing components and assemblies and setting up a pro-
duction line for a technologically advanced aircraft like the Rafale. 
However, its application to that onerous task would have been 
characterised by internal efficiencies alien to the public sector in 
India, especially those undertakings that are currently entrusted 
with the task of producing a worthwhile aircraft. Thus, we have 
the fourth largest air force in the world and in the civil aviation 
regime, are poised to be third largest in the next decade, but pro-
duce no significant aircraft designed indigenously. Prime Minister 

The manufacture of aero-structures for a commercial jet by a private sector company 
demonstrates the potential for ‘Make in India’, given the right conditions and the right 

environment

Light Combat airCraft (LCa) tejas
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Narendra Modi’s ‘Make in India’ slogan, to the accompaniment of 
some supporting activities on the ground, holds promise of chang-
ing this status, but only if the Prime Minister’s blues can temper 
the vivid red hue of our processes and practices.

Defence AerospAce
There is a definite thrust by Prime Minister Modi towards increas-
ing domestic production of military equipment, including fixed- 
and rotary-wing aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for 
all three services. However, it will take several years of earnest 
and honest effort to undo the chronic malaise that appears to 
have set in as far as our public sector productivity is concerned 
in the area of aerospace. After nearly seven decades of indepen-
dent existence as a nation, we are nowhere close to producing a 
frontline combat aircraft acceptable to the Indian Air Force (IAF) 
or the Indian Navy. The Tejas is not a leading edge aircraft and, 
despite the hype by HAL and the Ministry of Defence (MoD), is 
a far cry from being an answer to the IAF’s plaintive pleas for 
aircraft capable enough and in adequate numbers to cater for 
a very real possibility of a two-front war in the air and on the 
ground. More than three decades of R&D have still not yielded 
results commensurate with the investment sunk into the project 
in real terms. As on November 27, 2015, the IAF’s list of outstand-
ing maintenance issues with Tejas stood at 43 (down from a much 
longer original list). However, the IAF, constrained to procure 
combat aircraft in large numbers to recompense the dwindling 
strength of frontline squadrons, has had to enhance the order for 
Tejas aircraft to 108 and HAL is gearing up to meet that require-
ment. Capacity augmentation plans including the setting up of a 
second production line, are likely to crystallise by soon and are 
expected to be funded only to an extent of 50 per cent by HAL, 
the rest being shared by the IAF and the Indian Navy. The MoD 
is considering two different products, one 
being a single engine, lighter version and 
the other a medium category, twin-engine 
fighter with enhanced firepower. There is 
a space there for ‘Make in India’ to flex 
its muscles as these two production lines 
are envisaged under strategic partnership 
or through government-to-government 
dialogue. A number of global aerospace 
majors are likely to be invited to participate 
in this ambitious programme which will 
essentially bear a ‘Make in India’ stamp. 

Reportedly, the Tejas will compete with other aircraft including 
Pakistan’s JF-17, a product of Chinese collaboration which figures 
in Sri Lanka’s procurement plans.

The Dhruv helicopter programme has had marginally bet-
ter record than the Tejas; but has had several setbacks by way 
of accidents that blot its record. As far as a transport aircraft is 
concerned, we have not progressed much beyond licensed pro-
duction stage. In December, HAL publicly displayed one turbofan 
engine (HTFE 25) and one turboshaft engine (HTSE 1200); but 
their actual industrial use is unclear as yet.

In contrast, China has shown considerable initiative in its 
‘beg, borrow or steal’ approach to designing and producing new 
aircraft. While we have had a matching experience with flying 
foreign aircraft, our technology absorption (partly a euphemism 
for reverse engineering) has been abysmal. A sad comment on 
this shortcoming is that, when the IAF projected a requirement of 
additional 42 Sukhoi Su-30MKIs in 2012, the unit cost of produc-
tion by HAL was estimated at `60-70 crore more than the price 
negotiated with Russia. Hopefully, the ‘Make in India’ mood will 
bring about a change in our approach to technology absorption 
and development of indigenous designs matching those that we 
have been operating for a long time now.

The private sector, beneficiary only to stunted government 
patronage in the defence sector, has proved itself worthy of much 
better treatment by producing significant results. Dynamatic-
Oldland Aerospace, India, produces the wing and rear fuselage 
of Lakshya, India’s pilotless target aircraft, the ailerons and wing 
flaps for the intermediate jet trainer HJT-36 and major airframe 
structures for the Sukhoi Su-30MKI besides working closely with 
Airbus Defence & Space and Spirit AeroSystems to assemble flap 
track beams for the Airbus single aisle A320 family of Aircraft 
on a ‘Single Source’ basis. The manufacture of a functional aero-

structure of a major commercial jet by a 
private sector company is laudable and 
demonstrates the potential for ‘Make in 
India’, given the right conditions and the 
right environment.

Tata Advanced Systems Limited 
(TASL) has a contract with Boeing to man-
ufacture aero-structures (components of 
an airframe including fuselage, wings and 
flight surfaces) for Boeing’s CH-47 Chi-
nook and AH-64 Apache helicopters and 
has recently entered into an aerospace Ph
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and defence manufacturing pact for co-production of aero-
structures and collaboration on developing integrated systems, 
including UAVs. The two companies intend to form a joint ven-
ture to access markets jointly for the products and platforms to 
be developed together.

Reliance Defence has recently secured 12 in-principle indus-
trial licence approvals from the Department of Industrial Policy 
and Promotion (DIPP) for manufacturing aircraft, helicopters, 
UAVs, all-terrain combat vehicles (ATCVs), night-vision devices, 
sensors, navigation and surveillance equipment, propulsion sys-
tems and simulators. The portents are visible for private invasion 
of HAL’s self-perpetuating dominance over the defence aerospace 
arena through the ‘Make in India’ campaign. It remains to be seen 
whether Prime Minister Modi’s ‘Make in India’ campaign will be 
able to provide a level playing field or whether the bureaucracy in 
control of HAL and other PSUs will have the last laugh.

civil AviAtion inDustry
As in the case of defence aerospace, in the civil domain also, pri-
vate participation has suffered while public sector was encour-
aged and sustained without it producing results commensurate 
with the investment and infrastructure developed. We have not 
been able to produce a single aircraft for commercial purposes 
while our neighbour China has three large aircraft on its sale list, 
the last one the C-919 being a narrow body 168-seat airliner that 
appears set to challenge the Airbus A320 and the Boeing 737. 
Perhaps the time has come to encourage private entities to intro-
duce efficient productivity into civil aviation industry through 
‘Make in India’.

Mahindra Aerospace has been in the 
utility aircraft and aerostructure manufac-
turing business and has its utility aircraft 
business based in Australia. It currently 
produces the Airvan 8 capable of carry-
ing seven passengers and is developing a 
10-seat turboprop, the Airvan 10. In June 
2015, the company was awarded a large 
aero-components production contract by 
Germany-based Airbus Group company, 
Premium Aerotec. The multi-year contract 
envisages the manufacture and supply by 
Mahindra of a variety of metallic compo-
nents that will be fitted into several Airbus 
aircraft programmes as part of assemblies 

produced by Premium Aerotec. Airbus Group has aerospace sup-
plier partnerships with Indian entities and expects to increase its 
presence in India in the coming years, hopefully contributing to 
the furtherance of ‘Make in India’.

The India joint venture established between TASL and Sikor-
sky Aircraft Corporation (recently acquired by Lockheed Martin) 
has been producing S-92 helicopter cabin in India since 2012 
and the project has been 100 per cent indigenous since 2013. 
The India operation assembles cabins and also produces all parts 
needed for the assembly, before shipping the cabins to the US 
for aircraft completion and customer delivery. The S-92 helicopter 
cabin and more than 5,000 associated precision components are 
made at Hyderabad through a strategic collaboration between 
Sikorsky and TASL.

Bharat Forge Limited has also entered the aerospace sector 
by signing four contracts. It has also entered into an agreement 
with Rolls-Royce to supply critical and high integrity forged and 
machined components for a range of aero-engines including 
Rolls-Royce’s flagship Trent engine.

concluDing remArks
The foregoing is not a comprehensive repertoire on aviation 
industry’s engagement by ‘Make in India’ and there are many 
more entities that can be added to those mentioned above. What 
is evident is that ‘Make in India’ can be consummated with ease to 
the extent foreseen by Prime Minister Modi’s vision and beyond.

There is a definite shift in thinking emanating from Prime 
Minister Modi’s ‘Make in India’ initiative but the bureaucracy 
seems obdurate about adhering to its lumbersome way of work-
ing. The new Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP) which was 
to provide a road map for the ‘Make in India’ programme for 
defence acquisitions has not been promulgated as was scheduled 
for December 15, 2015. The new document is expected to be a 
significant improvement over the 2013 version currently in use 
and is likely to incorporate suggestions by the Dhirendra Singh 
Committee for better facilitation of ‘Make in India’ in defence. 
Going beyond indigenous production, the new procedure is 
expected to redefine blacklisting of firms, role of agents/middle-
men in defence procurements, integrity pact, offsets besides other 
crucial parameters governing defence acquisitions. Hopefully, the 
new DPP will bring about an alacrity in the way defence produc-
tion approaches ‘Make in India’.

There is also an increasing push to bring micro, small and 
medium enterprises (MSMEs) to the fore as far as ‘Make in India’ 
is concerned. The National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) 
organised an MSME Defexpo 2015 in Bengaluru to bring around 
200 MSMEs together with global giants including Boeing, Airbus 
and Honeywell. The purpose of the event was to further the ‘Make 
in India’ push for indigenisation by bringing in private partici-

pation from the MSME sector to augment 
the contribution of the big companies dis-
cussed above.

It is too early to say to what extent the 
Indian aviation industry will be affected by 
‘Make in India’ as a lot would depend on 
how much easier it will be to conduct busi-
ness in India in the coming years. It is not 
technological capability or potential that 
are the limiting factors; but the environ-
ment in which manufacturers operate. One 
can only hope that Prime Minister Modi’s 
vision is matched by changes in the way 
private participation is nurtured through 
reform in the operating environment. SP
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BY Joseph NoroNha

hopes for indian 
production

It’s no secret that the Indian armed forces are in dire 
need of modernisation. Given the piecemeal nature of military 
acquisitions, convoluted and time-consuming bureaucratic pro-
cedures, painfully slow decision making and shrinking budget-
ary allocations, it is inevitable that inductions take place only 
in fits and starts. This often allows critical shortfalls to develop. 
And one of the most striking current deficiencies in major sys-
tems, one that afflicts all three services in some measure, is a 
shortage of modern helicopters.

The Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) of India noted that 
the assets of the Army Aviation Corps (AAC) have aged unaccept-
ably. In December 2015, it pointed out that of the 181 Cheetah/
Chetak light utility helicopters (LUH) held by the AAC, 51 were over 
40 years old and 78 were approaching 40. Although these vintage 
helicopters, licence-built by the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited 
(HAL), were approved for de-induction in 2002, they remain in 
service. The Indian Air Force (IAF) too operates these helicopters 
in large numbers while the Indian Navy and Indian Coast Guard 
have smaller fleets, adding up to about 430 in all. Their intensive 
operation despite their advanced age takes a heavy toll.

The CAG observed that since 2002, 23 Cheetah/Chetak heli-
copters held by the Army had met with accidents. The figures 
for total military rotorcraft mishaps are much higher. Defence 
Minister Manohar Parrikar stated in Parliament on December 1, 
2015, that the overall loss of all types of helicopters of the three 

services over the past five years was 30. “The main reasons for 
the crashes were technical defects and human error,” he elabo-
rated. These crashes have reportedly claimed over 50 lives. And 
while many accidents occurred on Cheetah and Chetak helicop-
ters and the IAF’s older Russian-built models, some of the more 
recently acquired HAL advanced light helicopter (ALH) Dhruv 
and even the latest Russian Mil Mi-17V5 were also involved. In 
short, the need for new military helicopters is urgent.

Just how many helicopters does India need over the next 
decade? Various estimates indicate a figure of 1,200, in any case, 
not less than 800. Therefore, multiple strategies must be adopted 
including imports, licence-manufactured, indigenous design and 
production and joint ventures with global OEMs. Thankfully, in 
pursuance of its ‘Make in India’ campaign, the government is 
taking steps to produce the bulk of these in the country.

HAL’s Efforts
HAL has been in the business of rotorcraft design and manufac-
ture for many decades, but is yet to venture into medium heli-
copters. Therefore, all the IAF’s medium helicopters like the Mil 
Mi-8 and the Mil Mi-17V5 are imported. Russia recently com-
pleted supply of 151 Mi-17V5s to the IAF and a deal for another 
48 is under discussion. In September 2015, India signed con-
tracts with the US for purchase of 22 Boeing Apache AH-64E 
attack helicopters as well as 15 Boeing CH-47F Chinook heavy-

If the measures adopted by the government to encourage indigenous production bear 
fruit, there may soon be a sea change in the supply of military helicopters in the country

Ka-226T from russia enrouTe To indian indusTry
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lift helicopters. The AH-64E is the world’s most advanced attack 
helicopter and will replace the IAF’s older Mi-25 and Mi-35 
gunships. The CH-47F will replace the IAF’s Mi-26 heavy-lift 
helicopters. These should start arriving by 2019.

When it comes to light helicopters, HAL’s production record 
is much better, beginning with several hundred licence-manu-
factured Chetak (Aérospatiale SA316B Alouette III) and Cheetah 
(Aérospatiale SA315B Lama) helicopters. Since 2002, HAL has 
been producing ALH Dhruv that it designed and developed and 
it has already delivered a couple of hundred of these to the three 
services and other customers. HAL also decided to produce an 
armed version of the Dhruv, christened Rudra. The Rudra, also 
known as ALH-WSI or ALH Mk-IV, is the country’s first indig-
enous armed helicopter. HAL has orders for 76 Rudras – 60 for 
the Army and 16 for the IAF.

This is the 75th year of HAL’s existence during which it hopes 
to attain two major milestones on the road to self-sufficiency. 
One, the maiden flight of its indigenous LUH is expected shortly. 
It will have an operating range of 350 km and payload capacity 
of 500 kg at sea level, dropping to 75 kg at its ceiling of 6,000 m. 
Field trials are expected by the year end, final operational clear-
ance (FOC) by 2017 and launch of series production in 2018. Of 
the 187 machines ordered, 65 are for the IAF and the rest for 
the Army, with deliveries scheduled to be completed by 2024-25. 

Secondly, HAL’s 5.8-tonne indigenously designed and built 
multi-role light combat helicopter (LCH) is expected to obtain 
FOC in the coming weeks. According to HAL Chairman and 
Managing Director (CMD) T. Suvarna Raju, the “LCH is the only 
attack helicopter which can operate at 10,000 to 12,000 feet 
altitude with considerable armament load.” Weapons trials are 
planned later this year. In January, Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi laid the foundation stone of HAL’s new military helicopter 
production facility in Tumakuru, 74 km north of Bengaluru. In 
another decade, India’s three services could be flying over 600 
indigenously designed and built helicopters.

KAmov ComEs CALLing
With HAL already struggling with four types of helicopters 
under production, its plate is noticeably full. Thus the govern-
ment has been trying to conclude a deal with a reputed foreign 
OEM to open a second assembly line for indigenous manufac-
ture. In 2003, a request for proposal (RFP) was issued for the 
acquisition of 197 LUH for the Army and the IAF. This came 
to naught and a new RFP was floated in 2008, changing the 
nomenclature to reconnaissance and surveillance helicopter 
(RSH) programme. The RFP was again reissued in 2009, but 
cancelled in 2014 – a telling illustration of the perils that lurk in 
the path of India’s military acquisitions. 

In May 2015, the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) 
approved a Russian proposal to manufacture 200 Kamov Ka-
226T light helicopters at a cost of `6,500 crore. While about 50 
helicopters will be bought off-the-shelf for speedier induction, 
the rest will be licence-produced in the country in nine years 
through a joint venture that includes Russian Helicopters and 
HAL. The Kamov design bureau is part of Russian Helicopters – 
a company that dominates the helicopter market with 8,500 of 
its rotorcraft flying in over 100 countries and constituting about 
one-fourth of the global military helicopter fleet. Kamov may 
also seek to modify the Ka-226T to meet another requirement 
for 123 Indian naval utility helicopters (NUH).

The Ka-226T is a powerful, light multi-role helicopter that, in 
addition to meeting high safety standards, boasts incredibly pre-
cise hovering ability, excellent manoeuvrability and is very easy 
to fly. It features a modular design and can be delivered in a vari-

ety of configurations. While the passenger model carries seven, 
the transporter can lift one tonne internally. It is powered by 
twin 580 hp FADEC-equipped Arrius 2G1 engines manufactured 
by French company Turbomeca which enables the helicopter to 
land or take-off safely if one engine fails. The coaxial main rotor 
system and absence of a tail rotor not only makes it safer on the 
ground and in the air, but also makes it possible to use the Ka-
226T in spaces with limited room for manoeuvre, as the fuselage 
does not extend beyond the area swept by the rotors.

The IAF would have welcomed a private sector partner for 
Russian Helicopters to compete with HAL, but ultimately HAL 
was selected. The Russians ostensibly feared intellectual prop-
erty loss if they partnered a non-state company and they could 
not identify a private party with experience in helicopter manu-
facture. Strangely enough, HAL will now make the Ka-226T and 
LUH that fall in broadly similar categories, effectively competing 
with itself. But HAL is only the lead integrator and hopefully 
will include one or more private sector players too. The Ka-
226T contract includes full life-cycle and integrated support, the 
absence of which has soured many previous Indo-Russian deals.

mAKE in indiA?
Currently the ‘Make in India’ requirement of building 50 per 
cent of the Ka-226T in India is emerging as a major challenge. 
According to the agreement, Russia must only indigenise Rus-
sian components, whereas the Indian Government will have to 
negotiate with Turbomeca for the engines and with other global 
suppliers for the helicopter’s avionics and other key systems. 
The process may not be smooth. India’s Bharat Forge is likely to 
tie up with Turbomeca to assemble the engines locally.

India is one of the largest defence markets in the world, 
but only as an importer. Indeed, it was the world’s largest arms 
importer from 2010 to 2014, accounting for 15 per cent of the 
global total. And even the 30 per cent indigenous production is 
often mere licensed assembly. For instance, engines, the most 
expensive part of any aircraft, are almost entirely imported.

That may change with HAL recently tasked to design and 
develop the 1,200 kW Hindustan turboshaft engine (HTSE-
1200) which can be used for the LUH and LCH in twin-engine 
configuration. According to Defence Minister Parrikar, India 
requires between 4,000 and 6,000 helicopter engines over the 
next 15 to 20 years, so if this engine is successful it can help 
HAL capture a large slice of the market.

While HAL’s helicopter ambitions and the major Kamov proj-
ect are in the news, there are some rather more modest endeav-
ours that may be scaled up in future. For instance, in July 2015, 
Boeing and Tata Advanced Systems (TASL) announced the setting 
up of a joint venture in Hyderabad to manufacture aero-struc-
tures for the AH-64 Apache. TASL already makes cabins for Sikor-
sky’s S-92, a twin-engine medium-lift helicopter for civil and mili-
tary roles. Indeed, helicopters offer an attractive route for private 
industry to get into the act and provide a boost to ‘Make in India’.

The revised Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP) due in 
April is expected to give preference to a new category called 
‘Buy Indian – Indigenously Designed, Developed and Manu-
factured (IDDM)’, underscoring the importance of genuine 
indigenisation. Although private industry will have to rely on 
licence-production under the guidance of a foreign OEM, to 
begin with, it could conceivably fulfil the IDDM criteria later.

If the various measures introduced bear fruit, especially the 
welcome efforts to encourage indigenous production, there may 
soon be a sea change in the supply of military helicopters in 
the country. And hopefully the crippling shortages of today will 
never recur. SP
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O
BY Air MArshAl B.K. PAndeY (retd)

AERIAL MIGHT
ON SHOW 

On Friday, March 18 this year, the Indian Air Force (IAF) 
showcased its all-round operational capability inclusive of fire-
power in a day and night air exercise code named ‘Iron Fist 
2016’. The display of aerial might of the IAF that lasted for four 
hours was staged at the Pokhran firing range in Jaisalmer dis-
trict of Rajasthan. The historic event which was of special sig-
nificance as it projected the pre-eminent role of the IAF in war. 

The demonstration was witnessed by President Pranab 
Mukherjee, the Supreme Commander of the Indian Armed 
Forces, as well as Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Other 
civilian dignitaries present were Manohar Parrikar, the Min-

ister of Defence, Kalyan Singh, Governor of Rajasthan, and 
Vasundhara Raje, Chief Minister of the state. Also present at 
the venue as special invitees were General Dalbir Singh, Chief 
of the Army Staff, Admiral R.K. Dhowan, Chief of the Naval 
Staff, as also a number of other senior functionaries of the 
Indian armed forces as well as defence attachés from several 
countries. What was noteworthy was that the defence atta-
chés of both China and Pakistan were conspicuous by their 
absence! In fact, they were not invited for the event as there 
has so far been total absence of reciprocity between India and 
the two adversaries Pakistan and China in respect of extend-

The aim of Exercise Iron Fist 2016 was to send a clear message to potential adversaries 
that the IAF does possess the capability to deliver a crippling blow

lighting up the sky: C-130J 
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ing invitation to each other’s defence attachés for such events. 
This is somewhat incongruous from the Indian point of view, 
as not inviting the defence attachés of the two adversaries 
militates against one of the principal national objectives of 

this flagship air exercise which is that it ought to serve as a 
deterrence for both Pakistan and China against any possible 
plans for misadventure.

The Pokhran TesT range
The firing and test range in the vicinity of the small city of 
Pokhran is a remote location in the Thar Desert in Rajasthan 
and is the largest such facility in India. It came into limelight 
when on May 18, 1974, India conducted its first successful 
underground nuclear test code-named ‘Smiling Buddha’ which 
involved detonation of a nuclear weapon. Twenty-four years 
later, on May 11, 1998, Pokhran witnessed the second round 
of underground nuclear tests which involved detonation of 
five nuclear weapons of which one was a fusion bomb and the 
remaining four being fission bombs. The second nuclear test 
was initially named as ‘Operation Shakti 98’ and was renamed 
later as ‘Pokhran II.’ As a facility for conducting tests in the 
process of the development of nuclear weapons, the range at 
Pokhran has come to be symbolically associated with the phi-
losophy of ‘deterrence’. 

Inaugural address by The Cas
The first time that the IAF conducted Exercise Iron Fist was at 
Pokhran on February 22, 2013. During this exercise, the IAF 
showcased more than 100 aircraft and 30 different weapon 
platforms, the primary objective being to display network-cen-
tric operations capabilities. At the commencement of Exercise 
Iron Fist 2016, Air Chief Marshal Arup Raha, Chief of the Air 
Staff (CAS) and Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee, extended 
a warm welcome to all the guests present and stated that the 

iAF prowess: (top, l-r) air DeFenCe MiSSile launCHeD; lCa teJaS in aCtion; 
(above, l-r) C-17 in a para Drop exerCiSe; DrDo DevelopeD aeW&C (eMbraer erJ 145)

sp’s CoMMents:

While there was a grand display of operational capability by the 
iaF in exercise iron Fist 2016, the media was equally focussed 
on two weapons that missed the target. the first was a uS-made 
paveway laser-guided bomb released by a Mirage 2000 at night 
and the other a Soviet-origin oSa aK-M surface-to-air missile that 
failed to score a kill. 

While the iaF will carry out thorough investigation into these 
failures, it needs to be understood that even the most modern 
weapon systems do not always provide 100 per cent assurance 
of hitting the target. this factor is defined as “kill probability”. 
there are a large number of factors both technical and human 
that contribute to success of the weapon system. While the kill 
probability of modern weapon systems is high, there is always a 
lurking possibility of failure brought about by even the slightest 
malfunction on the part of the weapon system or inadequacy 
on the part of the man behind the machine. Kill probability is 
enhanced through multiple firing of the weapon system.•

EXERCISE IRON FIST 2016: 
HITS AND MISSES
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primary objective of the exercise this year was to reassure the 
nation about the capabilities and commitment of the IAF to 
safeguard national interests. He went on to say that the IAF 
was moving forward on a path to complete transformation to 
meet with the challenges it is likely to be called upon to confront 
in the future. While there were certain constraints and impedi-
ments in this journey, on its part, the IAF would leave no stone 
unturned to ensure a high combat potential through rapid mod-
ernisation. He said further that the display of airpower about to 
be witnessed was “merely the tip of an iceberg when compared 
to the overall capability of the IAF”.

dIsPlay of oPeraTIonal CaPabIlITy
Altogether, there were 181 aircraft, a mix of fighters, transport 
and helicopters which participated in Exercise Iron Fist 2016 
to showcase all aspects of airpower the nation possesses. The 
air display was packaged into six themes that covered trans-
formation of the IAF over the years, net-enabled operations, 
air defence operations, combat support operations, flying dis-
plays and all-weather operations. The aim of the exercise was 
to send a clear message to potential adversaries of the nation 
that the IAF does possess the capability to deliver a crippling 
blow on the enemy if and when required. The total of 103 
fighter aircraft which participated in the exercise included 
the Su-30MKI, Mirage 2000, MiG-29, Jaguar, MiG-27 UPG, 
MiG-21 Bison and the Hawk advanced jet trainer. A total of 
59 helicopters that took part included the different variants 
of the Mi-17, Mi-35 attack helicopters, the indigenous Dhruv 
advanced light helicopters (ALH) and the light combat heli-
copter designed, developed and manufactured by the Indian 
aerospace major the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL). 
This platform is yet to be cleared for induction into the Indian 
armed forces.

The event began with a fly-past that symbolised the journey 
of the IAF over the last eight decades. It began with a MiG-27 
aircraft flying past towing the Exercise Iron Fist banner and 
was followed by a MiG-29 aircraft making a supersonic run. 
A Jaguar aircraft was next in line to fly by. The fly-past also 
included a vintage Tiger Moth piston engine biplane that was 
one of earliest platforms to be employed for training of military 
pilots in India. This was followed by the Pilatus PC-7 Mk II, the 
latest turboprop trainer aircraft that was procured from Swit-
zerland and inducted into the IAF in 2013 for flying training 
in the basic stage. Fly-past by a mixed formation consisting of 
a MiG-21 Bison, upgraded MiG-27, MiG-29 and the Su-30MKI 
symbolised the transformation of the IAF over the years.

Net-centric warfare capability of the IAF was showcased 
through a fly-past by the indigenously developed airborne 
early warning and control system based on the Embraer 145 
platform. Also on air display was the Phalcon radar equipped 
IL-76 airborne warning and control system (AWACS) aircraft. 
The fly-past was followed by a demonstration of offensive 
strike capability by way of synchronised multiple aircraft 
weapon delivery demonstration of precision-based bombing 
at simulated enemy targets by Mirage 2000, Su-30, MiG-27 
UPG and the Jaguar aircraft. 

In the regime of Air Defence, operational capability was dem-
onstrated through multi-layered operations which consisted of a 
fly-past by an IL-78 flight refuelling aircraft (IL-78 FRA) along 
with two Su-30MKI aircraft in close formation flown when refu-
elling in flight. Not to be left behind, the indigenousy designed, 
developed and built light combat aircraft Tejas Mk I also show-
cased its swing role operational capabilities by delivering laser 
guided bombs on a target on the ground followed by firing an 

air-to-air missile, engaging both targets with remarkable preci-
sion. This phase of the exercise also included display of surface-
to-air guided weapons such as the IGLA shoulder-fired missile 
system and the OSA-AK missiles striking down airborne targets 
successfully. 

One of the major tasks assigned to the IAF is to provide 
fire support as well as logistic support to surface forces. In this 
phase of the exercise, targets simulating the enemy’s vital assets 
were attacked by ground support aircraft of the IAF both in 
the fixed and rotary wing regime. The capability of undertak-
ing airborne assault operations with the C-130J Super Hercules 
aircraft was also demonstrated. There was also a spectacular 
simulation of a combat search and rescue operation carried out 
by the IAF’s versatile helicopters, the Mi-35, Mi-25 and the lat-
est induction, the Mi-17V5.

Capability of all-weather operations was demonstrated after 
nightfall when targets were engaged by fighters, transport air-
craft and helicopters using rockets as well as bombs. Slithering 
operations and combat free fall during the night phase clearly 
demonstrated the tactics the IAF could employ for the insertion 
of troops in the enemy territory undetected. The Akash mis-
sile firing was a first in the history of firepower demonstration. 
The exercise inched towards completion by an awe-inspiring 
display of flare dispensing by a C-130J Super Hercules and an 
An-32 aircraft. The final event of the exercise was the awesome 
display of firepower by a MiG-27 UPG aircraft. 

The fInal Word
The inaugural address by the CAS that undoubtedly was inspir-
ing may serve to alleviate albeit partially, the anxiety gener-
ated in the nation following the statement by Air Marshal B.S. 
Dhanoa, Vice Chief of the Air Staff (VCAS). In a media briefing 
on March 10, 2016, the VCAS stated that the IAF did not have 
sufficient number of combat aircraft to tackle a combined threat 
from China and Pakistan. While there was considerable dismay 
at the statement by the VCAS, there is no denying the fact that 
with the retirement of the older fleets of MiG-21 and Mig-21 
aircraft over the next few years, the combat fleet of the IAF is 
expected to shrink rapidly. The problem is compounded by the 
fact the efforts by the IAF to induct the next-generation com-
bat aircraft have not succeeded so far. Besides, the LCA is yet 
to obtain final operational clearance and the time frame for its 
availability in the numbers required, remains uncertain. It is 
about time that the political leadership took serious note of the 
impending catastrophe that is likely to befall the IAF in respect 
of its combat potential and initiate remedial action urgently 
without further dithering. 

While Exercise Iron Fist 2016 was a grand show of the 
operational capabilities and firepower of the IAF, it needs to 
be remembered that it was only a structured display of aerial 
might and not really a test of capability against a formidable 
enemy in a situation of full-scale international conflict. The IAF 
will be faced with a real and daunting challenge if and when 
it is embroiled in a conflict with the Pakistan Air Force or with 
the People’s Liberation Army Air Force of China in the event 
of a war between India with one of the two nations or the two 
together. It needs to be understood that today, all is clearly not 
well with the IAF and one should not be lulled into compla-
cency about its operational capability based on what one wit-
nessed at Pokhran. In fact, there is need for not only serious 
introspection, but determined and effective action to provide 
the IAF with the capability it would require to meet with the 
challenges to national security that it would be expected to 
face in the future. SP
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BY Joseph NoroNha

FLIGHT TO THE 
FUTURE

In the last decade, the transport fleet of the Indian Air 
Force (IAF) was in deep distress. The heavy-lift Ilyushin Il-76MD 
four-engine jets were being grossly over-utilised and fast running 
out of spares, the medium-lift Antonov An-32 twin turboprops 
were finishing their nominal 25-year technical life and the Hin-
dustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) HS 748M Avro twin turbo-
props were breaking every record for longevity of service with no 
replacements in sight. Consequently half or less of the aircraft on 
strength were making it to the flight line each morning. And with 

the nation keen to shoulder greater responsibilities in the region 
and beyond, the demands on the air transport fleet were grow-
ing. In short, the situation was turning critical and desperate.

Things began to improve in 2008 with the induction of Lock-
heed Martin C-130J Super Hercules and Boeing C-17 Globe-
master III aircraft from the United States. There was further 
progress as the An-32 fleet was earmarked for midlife upgrade 
and the long-awaited Avro replacement deal was cleared. The 
casual observer, therefore, may get the impression that the IAF 

The speedy induction of extremely capable American aircraft for the IAF’s transport 
fleet should not give rise to complacency because the nation needs to have its own 

manufacturing expertise

C-17 Globemaster III, the most versatIle strateGIC aIrlIft solutIon wIth the Iaf
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transport fleet is in fine fettle. However, 
the fleet could again fall on hard times 
20 years from now.

Heavy-Lift Happiness
In 2011, the Indian Government signed 
a $4.1-billion deal for the purchase of 
10 Boeing C-17 strategic airlift aircraft 
through the US Government’s foreign 
military sales (FMS) programme. This 
marked a step change in the capabil-
ity of the IAF’s transport fleet because 
the C-17’s 74.8-tonne payload capacity 
was a huge increase over the 43-tonne 
limit of the Il-76. The C-17 has since 
proved its worth in exercises as well 
as in humanitarian assistance and 
disaster relief (HADR) missions like the 
evacuation of stranded Indian nationals 
from Yemen in April 2015 and the relief 
operations following the earthquake 
in Nepal the same month. Although 
the C-17 is over 20 years old, the IAF 
would have dearly liked to exercise its 
contractual option to acquire another 
six of what is currently the world’s best 
strategic airlift aircraft. However, while the mandarins in the 
Defence Ministry were taking their time to ‘consider the matter,’ 
as is their wont, C-17 production ceased last year.

In contrast, the C-130J acquisition was far better managed. 
In 2008, a $962-million contract was signed with the US Gov-
ernment to purchase six C-130J tactical transport aircraft, the 
world’s most widely used military transporter. The IAF acquired 
the C-130J-30 version, customised for Special Operations and 
though the IAF can conceivably use them for regular transport 
tasks, it would be at the cost of their primary role. Since the IAF 
was favourably impressed by these aircraft (notwithstanding 
the accidental loss of one plane in March 2014) a $1.01-billion 
deal was signed in December 2013 for the purchase of another 
six with delivery beginning in 2017.

The mainstay of the IAF’s strategic-lift fleet since 1985 was 
the Il-76MD. However, its serviceability had plunged due to lack 
of spares. In October 2015, the Defence Acquisition Council 
(DAC) sanctioned the upgrade of 17 Il-76 aircraft, three Phal-
con Il-76 airborne warning and control system (AWACS) air-
craft and six Il-78 tanker aircraft at a total cost of `4,250 crore. 
Although the precise contours of the upgrade remain unclear, it 
is likely to include new engines and advanced avionics to extend 
their service life up to 2035.

What then? Most likely, the IAF would find its heavy-lift fleet 
inadequate for its manifold responsibilities and rue the missed 
opportunity to purchase six additional C-17s under the option 
clause. It would become necessary to induct yet another strate-
gic transport aircraft to replace the Il-76MD.

The more advanced Il-76MD-90A 
that entered service with the Russian Air 
Force in 2015 might be a logical choice. 
However, the IAF would need to take a 
critical look at the state of the Russian 
aviation industry that has been lamen-
tably unable to meet its requirements of 
spares for many years. Another possible 
option is the Airbus A400M Atlas, a Euro-

pean transport aircraft that entered service in 2013. With a 
37-tonne payload capacity it is claimed to be the most versatile 
airlifter currently available. It can also be used as an aerial 
tanker. It is powered by four counter-rotating Europrop Inter-
national (EPI) TP400 turboprop engines. However, the aircraft 
has yet to prove its operational reliability.

MediuM-Lift Matters
While the improvement in the IAF’s strategic capability is 
remarkable, the bulk of its transport fleet is tactical, mainly 104 
remaining medium-lift An-32 turboprops, inducted between 
1984 and 1991. Their serviceability had deteriorated consider-
ably, making it difficult for the IAF to meet day-to-day airlift 
commitments. In 2009, the IAF signed a $400-million contract 
with Ukraine’s Ukrspetsexport Corporation to upgrade the An-
32s to An-32RE standard. The upgrade includes advanced avi-
onics, cockpit modification, noise and vibration reduction, plus 
enhancement of payload capacity from 6.7 to 7.5 tonnes. Their 
technical life is also increased to 40 years.

While the first 40 An-32s completed their upgrade in Ukraine 
in 2015, the balance 64 were to be overhauled within the country 
at the IAF’s No. 1 Base Repair Depot in Kanpur, with Ukrainian 
experts assisting the Indian technicians. However, progress on the 
project has been patchy since it is heavily dependent on a regular 
supply of Ukrainian components as well as engineers from that 
war-torn country. Some reports indicate the IAF is trying to rope 
in an Indian maintenance repair and overhaul provider to under-
take the work. If it is completed successfully, the An-32 upgrade 

should keep these aircraft flying till 2030 
and beyond.

froM avro to C-295
Another long-festering issue, seemingly 
resolved in May 2015, was the approval by 
the DAC of replacement of the 5.1-tonne 
payload capacity Avro with a modern tacti-
cal transporter, the C-295, to be produced 

C-130J suPer herCules servInG well the sPeCIal oPeratIon requIrements

The C-295 assembly line 
is expeCTed be seT up in 
hyderabad where Tasl 
already has faCiliTies
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jointly by Airbus Defence & Space and Tata 
Advanced Systems Ltd (TASL), designated 
the Indian Production Agency (IPA). This 
`12,000-crore project has the potential to 
be a watershed in the history of the IAF 
transport fleet and of defence aerospace 
manufacturing in India. For the first time, 
the stranglehold of the defence public sector 
undertakings (DPSUs) has been broken and 
the private sector will be heavily involved 
in indigenous transport aircraft production, 
albeit under the guidance of a foreign manu-
facturer. This is expected to introduce some 
much-needed competition for HAL.

Although the initial IAF requirement 
is only for 56 C-295 turboprops to replace 
its remaining Avros, the same aircraft can 
meet some transport and maritime recce 
needs of the Indian Navy. There’s likely to 
be demand from the Border Security Force 
(BSF) and the Central Reserve Police Force 
(CRPF), which are all keen to expand their 
airlift capability. The possibility of exports 
is also open. Lastly, if nothing else comes 
up by the time the An-32 falls due for 
replacement, this aircraft is eminently suit-
able. Therefore, some analysts feel the final figure for C-295 
production in India could easily touch 200 aircraft.

The new model C-295 features winglets and uprated Pratt & 
Whitney Canada PW127 turboprop engines that promise an eight 
per cent increase in range and a 5.5 per cent fuel saving on a typi-
cal mission carrying a 5-tonne payload for 1,100 nautical miles. 
It is particularly suitable for operations at ‘hot and high’ airfields 
where payload increase in excess of 1,000 kg may be expected.

The C-295 assembly line is expected be set up in Hyder-
abad where TASL already has facilities. One welcome feature 
of the contract is a performance-based logistics package that 
should give the IAF a high fleet serviceability. After the contract 
is signed, the first 16 flyaway aircraft must be delivered within 
two years. Next will be eight aircraft in semi-knockdown condi-
tion and then eight in complete knockdown state. The final 24 
aircraft must be manufactured in India.

However, although almost a year has passed since DAC 
approval, there seems to be little tangible progress. No date has 
been set for signing the contract, which has a 50 per cent offset 
clause. With the convoluted procedures of any major defence 
contract, the longer the delay the more suspicions will grow 
that all may not be well. There’s still a lengthy process ahead 
including approval of the IAF’s Technical Evaluation Committee 
(TEC) report, field evaluation, staff evaluation, technical over-
sight, commercial negotiations and approval by the Cabinet 
Committee on Security (CCS). Only then will financial outlays be 
made and the contract signed.

tHe Missing indigenous Mta
The quick and smooth induction of 
extremely capable American aircraft for 
the IAF’s transport fleet should not give 
rise to complacency because the nation 
needs to have its own manufacturing 
capability. Unfortunately, attempts to 
establish a military aerospace industry 
and break free of the current unhealthy 
near total dependence on imports have 

met with scant success. It is to be hoped that the government’s 
‘Make in India’ initiative will give a boost to indigenous manu-
facture of aircraft, not merely licensed-production or assembly. 
The revised Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP) 2016, now 
expected in April, has a welcome new Indigenous Design, Devel-
opment and Manufacturing (IDDM) category under ‘Buy Indian’.

For some time, a joint Indo-Russian project to develop the 
UAC/HAL II-214 multi-role transport aircraft (MTA) seemed to 
hold great promise. It was intended to build a new twin turbofan 
15/20-tonne tactical airlifter to ultimately replace the An-32 fleet, 
with $300 million investment from each side. However, serious 
disagreements over the project may have sounded its death knell. 
The main bone of contention is the engine. The IAF will need the 
45-strong MTA fleet to fly at Himalayan heights and the Aviadviga-
tel PS-90A76 engine that Ilyushin proposes cannot relight at those 
heights, thus making it potentially unsafe to operate. The PS-90 
also does not have a full authority digital engine control (FADEC) 
system to control all aspects of engine performance. Another 
adverse factor is the IAF’s unhappy experience with supply of 
spares for PS-90 engines which results in low serviceability of its 
Il-76 fleet. Finally, the An-32 upgrade seems to have strengthened 
the IAF’s resolve not to lightly accept what appears to be a rather 
costly platform beset with technical and design issues, since it is 
expected to remain in service for three decades or more.

One viable alternative would be to increase the C-295 
order. The production of 56 C-295s to replace the Avro must 

be completed within ten years after con-
tract signing. This would be close to the 
An-32 withdrawal from service period. 
The C-295’s payload capacity of 9.25 
tonnes is comparable to the An-32RE’s 
7.5-tonne capacity, making the C-295 
suitable for An-32 replacement. Such a 
decision would also have the advantage 
of meeting ‘Make in India’ requirements 
while simultaneously reducing the num-
ber of transport aircraft types operated 
by the IAF. SP

The iaf needs To Take a 
CriTiCal look aT The sTaTe 
of The russian aviaTion 

indusTry ThaT has failed 
To meeT iTs requiremenTs 

of spares

a JoInt Indo-russIan ProJeCt to develoP the uaC/hal II-214 multI-role 
transPort aIrCraft (mta) Is movInG Gravely slow
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Where are the 
others?

Within tWo months of coming to power in 2014, the National 
Democratic Alliance (NDA) under the leadership of Narendra 
Modi, took several decisions that were expected to accelerate the 
pace of development in different verticals. One of the decisions of 
the Civil Aviation Ministry in July of 2014 was to accord approval 
for starting airlines. These airlines included Air One Aviation Pvt. 
Ltd, Zexus Air and Premier Air (with national operations) and 
Turbo Megha (TruJet), Air Carnival and Zav Airways for starting 
regional airlines, of which only one has taken off – TruJet. These 

approvals were pending for a long time and when the Civil Avia-
tion Minister P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju gave his nod for these appli-
cants, the industry was in a jubilant mood that things would move 
fast. FlyEasy, the subsidiary of Bengaluru-based ABC Aviation and 
Training Services, had got the go ahead signal prior to 2014. 

Four regional players 
Presently, there are four regional airlines – Air India Regional; 
Air Costa; Air Pegasus and TruJet. The application process for 

The southern states have been well networked by regional connections. There is gaping 
hole in the North, West and East and North East regions.

(top, l-R) AiR indiA RegionAl AtR-42; embRAeR’s AiR CostA (Above, l-R) AtR72-600 AiR pegAsus; tRujet
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air operators’ permit (AOP) has been very tardy. Premier Air-
lines had applied for NoC in 2011 and it is yet to apply for a 
formal AOP. The company is already on six extensions. 

Much was written about these airlines taking off in double 
quick time. Some have, some did not. There is no news too on 
what has happened to these projects, whether they have been 
canned or waiting for fund infusion. Bengaluru-based FlyEasy 
was to take off as a regional airline last year and it went on a 
major recruitment drive. There is no mention of what has hap-
pened to the airline. The company website mentions “Every single 
day, we move closer to our launch. Keep checking this page for 
updates, including vacancies, hiring drives and of course the big 
news of launch.” The airline had said it would fly with Embraer 
jets, making the flight short and sweet. The story is something else. 
A number of these airline aspirants are lying low, some stuck by 
cash crunch and some by operational issues. It was reported in the 
media that Chennai-based Premier Airways is waiting for AOP and 
had not paid salaries for a few months. So is the case with FlyEasy 
which has delayed salaries. Cash crunch has been their downfall, 
so to say, and that too when the airline industry is seeing aviation 
turbine fuels ebb continuously, an appropriate time to get into the 
airline business when fuel costs account for 23 per cent of airlines. 

Cash CrunCh?
FlyEasy had ambitious plans of starting operations with five 
Embraer planes, but later downsized the 
number to two, to be taken on lease from 
Saudi Arabian national carrier Flynas. Pre-
mier’s case was to do with investors who 
backed out, putting the proposal in a tail-
spin. FlyEasy Managing Director Rajesh 
Ebrahim has denied in the media that the 
company is facing a financial problem or 
attrition and also said it isn’t looking to 
raise the foreign direct investment (FDI). 

“As long as the regulator is happy that 
we can sustain for a longer period of air-
line operations it explains our financial 
position...there’s no point in discussing 
the FDI since we haven’t approached 
anyone. Except the sales and marketing 
head, none of our senior executives or staff has resigned, nor 
will they,” he said.

The fate of the other two applicants – Zav Airways and Air 
Carnival – is not known as to when they will regional commence 
regional operations. Zav Airways, based in Kolkata was to start 
operations in June 2015 and Air Carnival too in 2015, but there 
is absolutely no inkling of when they will? “Adequate capitali-
sation with a proven and qualified management team is key. 
Without fully funding the business plan, starting operations in 
this hyper competitive environment is foolish,” said Kapil Kaul, 
CEO, South Asia at consultant CAPA-Centre for Aviation.

Meanwhile, the good news is that there are four operators 
(Air India Regional; Vijayawada-based Air Costa; Bengaluru-
based Air Pegasus and Hyderabad-based TruJet) who are doing 
fairly well. It is so skewed in favour of the southern states that the 
South has been well networked by regional connections. There is 
gaping hole in the North, West and East and North-East regions. 

air Costa pan-india plans 
Realising this, Air Costa had sought to expand its operations on 
a pan-India basis and had got the approval of the authorities. 
Recently it added its third Embraer 190 aircraft (110-seater) 
connecting destinations Vijayawada-Bengaluru-Coimbatore-

Hyderabad-Coimbatore-Bengaluru-Vijayawada. With this Air 
Costa has a fleet size of three E190s and one E170 aircraft. Air 
Costa had ordered 50 E-Jets E2 with options for another 50 
and deliveries are supposed to begin in 2018. Air Costa plans to 
induct the fourth E190 soon. 

Vivek Choudhary, Deputy CEO Air Costa, said: “I am delighted 
that the day has come, today we welcome this latest generation 
aircraft (E190) into our rapidly expanding fleet. As we keep hinting 
our growing plans of replacing existing two E170 (67-seater) with 
E190 (110-seater) to maintain same type of fleet to serve better for 
our expansion plans. The E190 models are a larger stretch of the 
E170 models fitted with a wider cabin, larger wing. It can carry 
up to 110 passengers in single-class high density configuration.”

 He further said: “The combination of our unique network, 
superb product quality and large fuel-efficient aircraft in fleet, 
would enable us to deliver superior performance to the passen-
gers for a long period of time, By end 2016 we will operate six 
E190 aircraft in total to support our pan India network opera-
tions”. Air Costa has 32 daily flights and connects nine cities 
namely Chennai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Ahmedabad, 
Tirupati, Coimbatore, Visakhapatnam and Vijayawada. 

trujet to Follow suit 
TruJet, the country’s fourth regional airline from Hyderabad, is 
applying for a pan-India licence to operate in the northern and 

western regions. The Managing Director 
of TruJet, V. Umesh told SP’s Aviation that 
the company which had a fleet of three 
ATR 72-500 aircraft would be getting two 
more on lease before July this year. Mean-
while, it has begun process for leasing 
of 15 ATR aircraft in the near future and 
the deliveries would begin next year. The 
funding for the same would be through 
internal accruals. 

 TruJet which is connecting seven 
destinations now will soon be expanding 
to other southern pockets first and then 
northern and western regions. The pas-
senger load factor on its routes, he said, 
was on an average 80 per cent and this 

was encouraging the company to expand at a faster rate. 
TruJet is the brand name of Turbo Megha Airways. The air-

line is a subsidiary of Turbo Aviation, an aircraft maintenance 
and ground handling services company based in Hyderabad. It 
commenced operations on July 12, 2015, with inaugural flight 
between Hyderabad and Tirupati.

Air One Aviation Private Ltd — an integrated aviation player 
which is into air charter business, aircraft maintenance service, 
aviation consultancy, ground handling, aviation academy and 
promoted by former Air Sahara President Alok Sharma — is 
waiting for long-term investors to start a schedule national air-
line. Air One had also announced ambitious plans to induct six 
to eight planes a year and in five years to have a fleet of 40 
planes. They are yet to see daylight.

However, hopes are not dashed as the NDA Government is 
focused on enhancing regional connectivity like no government 
has. A number of concessions and incentives are on offer for 
players to take the bite. Once the National Civil Aviation Policy 
is announced, expected in April this year, the talk is that it will 
attract players, including some mainline airlines, to get into the 
regional airline market. There is so much to be tapped in terms 
of passenger and cargo throughput from non-metro cities and 
these can be served well only by regional players. SP

TruJeT, The counTry’s 
fourTh regional airline 

from hyderabad, is 
applying for a pan-india 
licence To operaTe in The 

norThern and wesTern 
regions. 
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R
Regional connectivity 
thRough aiR was in the election 
manifesto of the Bharatiya Janata 
Party-led National Democratic Alli-
ance. The need to connect India 
through multi-modal transporta-
tion has been sacrosanct with the 
Narendra Modi-led government 
and accordingly the draft National 
Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP) has 
laid greater emphasis on this sub-
ject, knowing pretty well that eco-
nomic momentum would not only 
come from the major metros but 
also from Tier-II and Tier-III cities.

Several industry analysts, 
operators and other stakehold-
ers are pinning their hopes on 
regional aviation and termed it the 
‘next big wave’. 

The Vice President, Asia 
Pacific, Embraer Commercial Avi-
ation, Mark Dunnachie, has aptly 
responded on what the impact 
of the policy will be to boost 
regional connectivity in India. 
He said, “The potential new 
policy in India to boost regional 
connectivity can open up routes 
that currently do not have non-
stop flights. This figure currently 
stands at around 40. This would 
be a very positive development 
for travellers in India.”

“The routes have a PDEW 
(passengers daily each way) den-
sity of 25 to 100 and the aver-
age distance for these routes are 
estimated to be 980 nm — way 
beyond the typical optimum eco-
nomic range of a turboprop but 
suitable for jets between 70 and 
130 seats such as Embraer’s E-Jets family or our second gen-
eration E-Jets E2s.”

“Jets fly faster and offer a more comfortable passenger expe-
rience, complementing the operation of larger narrow bodies, 
and can, in addition, offer substantial cargo revenue benefits.” 

In sync with this growth opportunity, the regional players 
have already started looking at newer routes and these routes 
can be best served by regional jets and for extremely thin routes, 
the turboprops. Air Costa has plans of opening up new routes as 
soon as it gets its fourth E190 aircraft and so are the plans of 
Air Pegasus and TruJet who operate ATR aircraft. 

Thanks to the regional connectivity plan, the operators are 
now looking at under-served and un-served destinations. The 

policy states that the Regional 
Connectivity Scheme (RCS) will 
come in to effect from April 2016. 
To encourage passenger move-
ment, the policy has put an all-
inclusive airfare not exceeding 
`2,500 per passenger, indexed to 
inflation for a one-hour flight on 
RCS routes. The boost to regional 
connectivity is like to come by 
way of revival of un-served or 
under-served aerodromes and 
airstrips; concessions by different 
stakeholders; Viability Gap Fund-
ing (VGF) for scheduled commuter 
airlines, etc. 

Efforts are on to develop air-
ports to cater to regional con-
nectivity. Currently around 75 
out of 476 airstrips/airports have 
scheduled operations. Revival of 
airstrips, depending on demand, 
as no-frills airports will be done 
at a cost not exceeding `50 crore, 
mostly through the Airports 
Authority of India. 

The RCS will be made opera-
tional only in those states which 
reduce VAT on the aviation tur-
bine fuel (ATF) at these airports to 
1 per cent or less. The state gov-
ernments are expected to provide 
free land and multi-modal hinter-
land connectivity as required. 

For 10 years from the date of 
commencement of flight opera-
tions under RCS, there will be no 
airport charges levied on sched-
uled commuter airline (SCA) for 
their operations under RCS. Simi-
larly, service tax on tickets under 
RCS will be exempted. The state 

governments will provide police and fire services free of cost. 
Power, water and other utilities will be provided at substantially 
concessional rates. And ATF drawn by SCAs from the RCS air-
ports shall be exempt from excise duty. Also the VGF indexed to 
ATF prices and inflation will be provided for a particular route, 
on a competitive bidding basis if necessary, for a period of 10 
years from commencement of operation.

The policy is expected anytime soon and will certainly 
transform the landscape of Indian aviation, by not just bring-
ing in first time flyers to the market, but also opening up the 
economy like never before. SP

—By R. Chandrakanth

“The poTenTial new policy in india 
To boosT regional connecTiviTy 

can open up rouTes ThaT currenTly 
do noT have non-sTop flighTs. This 
figure currenTly sTands aT around 

40. This would be a very posiTive 
developmenT for Travellers  

in india.”

—Mark Dunnachie,  
Vice PresiDent, asia Pacific, 
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The fifTh ediTion of India Aviation, held from March 16-20 
at Begumpet Airport in Hyderabad, has had many takeaways. 
For the first time India Aviation was inaugurated by the Presi-
dent of India, Pranab Mukherjee, in a way endorsing that India 
has arrived in many sectors and aviation was distinctly on the 
horizon.  Though there were no big-
ticket deal announcements at India 
Aviation, the positive sentiments that 
prevail are enough to give wings to 
aviation here to get into the top three 
slots of aviation markets, only after 
China and the United States. Impor-
tantly, the Ministry of Civil Aviation, 
under the leadership of P. Ashok Gaj-
apathi Raju has taken on its role as a 

facilitator more seriously than any known regime. At Hyder-
abad this was clearly evident as both the Minister and the Civil 
Aviation Secretary, R.N. Choubey unambiguously mentioned 
that the government would help create an ecosystem for avia-
tion not just to survive but also thrive. 

The President set the ball roll-
ing by talking about the unmatched 
opportunities in aviation here, unlike 
any other country. “India is one of 
the fastest growing economies of the 
world and is expected to be amongst 
the top three manufacturing destina-
tions by 2020. The stable and con-
sistent policies of the government; 
favourable demographic dividends; 

The President of India set the ball rolling for India Aviation 2016 by talking about the 
unmatched opportunities in aviation here, unlike any other country

ETA is Excellent 
Time for Aviation

•   IndIa on the threshold of 
major leap In avIatIon 

•   Government In the process 
of creatInG ecosystem for 
avIatIon to thrIve

president’s stamp: pranab mukherjee, president of india, inaugurated the show for the first time. also seen here are  
union minister of civil aviation p. ashok gajapathi raju and chief minister of telangana k. chandrashekar rao.
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growing infrastructure; sustained availability of low-cost skilled 
work-force and strong technical and engineering capabili-
ties has made India a favourable destination for foreign direct 
investment (FDI).

Least penetrated air market 
It is heartening to note that Indian civil aviation market is grow-
ing at a rapid pace and now ranks ninth in the world. It is esti-
mated that by 2020, India would be the third largest civil aviation 
market. With a network of domestic and 85 international airlines 
connecting 40 countries, Indian airports handled passenger traf-
fic of 190 million persons in 2015. Yet India is one of the least 
penetrated air markets in the world with 0.04 trips per capita 
per annum as compared to 0.3 of China and more than 2 in the 
United States. Air travel has ceased to be a luxury these days. The 
middle-income population of India has grown by 60 per cent over 
the last five years and has reached about 270 million in 2016.

nCap in apriL
The Civil Aviation Minister said that the much-awaited civil 
aviation policy would be announced by April 2017. “The work 
on the new aviation policy is in an advanced stage. We have put 
out the draft policy in the public domain. We are now seeking 
the guidance of senior ministers. The new policy will be out by 
April this year. There are 22 items in the draft policy and some 
of them have implications on the growth of the sector. Our idea 
is to give a boost to the entire ecosystem so that air connectivity 
in the country improves substantially.” The proposed policy will 
address this issue along with the restrictive 5/20 rule for oper-
ating international flights. “Once cleared by the Union Cabinet, 
the policy will be unambiguous on this issue,” the Minister said. 

He said that 25 countries participated in the event while 
seven states partnered. As many as 210 companies were rep-
resented at the show while 29 aircraft were on display. Two 
partner countries were the United States and Canada.

The President of FICCI, Harshvardhan Neotia, said: “Enor-
mous growth in domestic passenger traffic, substantial strength-
ening through government initiatives, decrease in global crude 
oil prices and airlines showing profits indicates a significantly 
positive transformation for the Indian civil aviation market. The 
close partnership between the government and the industry in 
ongoing and future projects will further improve regional con-
nectivity. I am certain that the sector will take complete advan-
tage of the positive momentum and help sustain the growth.”

Boeing on a roLL
Boeing, which had a large presence at the airshow, said it was 
happy the way things were unfolding in India. Boeing has a 
backlog of 97 aircraft to be delivered in India, 75 to Jet Airways; 
19 to Air India and three to SpiceJet. These commitments will 
be fulfilled soon as Boeing sees an upward swing in market sen-
timents and airlines returning to profitability in India.

The Boeing Senior Vice President, Asia 
Pacific & India Sales, Dr Dinesh Keskar 
said the company was in sync with the 
government which wanted the airframers 
to create an ecosystem while selling an air-
craft in India. The ecosystem consisted of 
setting up or helping setting up of an MRO 
facility; training and simulation support; 
and facilitating leasing options for buyers. 
Boeing has done all of these – helped set 
up the MRO unit for Air India in Nagpur; 
has training and simulation facility and 

connects buyers to lessors.Reiterating Boeing’s market update 
for India, he said, the projected demand for new planes is 1,740 
valued at $240 billion. Single aisle aircraft in which Boeing had 
a strong hold would comprise 84 per cent (1,460); 15 per cent 
(260) wide-body jets; and one per cent (20) regional jets. 

FueL now 23 per Cent oF operating Cost
Keskar said that fuel prices had decreased 53 per cent from the 
October 2013 peak and that Indian carriers pay over 50 per cent 
more for fuel than the US carriers. The reduction in fuel cost 
has been driving impact of landing and navigation fees on direct 
operating cost. In January 2013 fuel accounted for 49 per cent of 
the operational cost and in February 2016, it had come down to 

23 per cent which was good for the airline 
industry in India.

airBus soaring higher 
After IndiGo’s order of 250 Airbus 
A320neo in late 2015, the European aero-
space behemoth is so hooked on to India 
that it is betting really big. Airbus is set 
to deliver one aircraft every week to India 
over the next ten years, reflecting the mar-
ket potential and growth in the country.

With an estimated 10 per cent annual 

In january 2013 fuel 
accounted for 49 per 
cent of the operatIonal 
cost and In february 
2016, It had come down 

to 23 per cent 

big birds on display: (top) etihad boeing 787-9 dreamliner;  
(above) emirates airbus a380 with an extra 330 c  

in the foreground.
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traffic growth rate over the next decade, India will require over 
1,600 new passenger and freighter aircraft in the next ten years 
to help meet the growing demand, said the President of Airbus 
in India Dr Srinivasan Dwarakanath and Vice President (Mar-
keting) Joost Van der Heijden. The demand includes 1,200 sin-
gle aisle and 400 wide-body aircraft with a total market value of 
$224 billion. India is well on its way to become the third largest 
aviation market by 2034.

Presenting a bullish outlook for Indian civil aviation sec-
tor, the two senior executives of Airbus said their company 
was a proud partner in Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s ‘Make 
in India’ initiative to create a robust ecosystem for improving 
air connectivity in the country. “Every Airbus aircraft is partly 
made in India,” declared Dwarakanath 
while outlining his company’s initiatives in 
fostering cooperation and helping Indian 
aerospace and aviation sector grow sub-
stantially over the last few decades.

“India’s preference for Airbus aircraft 
was further consolidated in 2015 with 250 
new firm orders, lifting the market share of 
orders and the in-service fleet to over 70 per 
cent. At present, about 56 per cent of India’s 
in-service fleet are Airbus aircraft oper-
ated by most leading Indian carriers. This 

includes India’s first A320neo, the first to be delivered in the Asian 
region,” Dwarakanath said.

indigo a320neo makes deBut 
IndiGo’s first A320neo made an appearance on the opening day. 
IndiGo has ordered 180 aircraft in 2011 and 250 in 2015. Air-
bus said Air India would be its future A320neo customer from 
2017. Air India and Alafco have signed a lease agreement for 
operating lease of 14 A320neo aircraft. Air India already oper-
ates 66 A320 family aircraft including 22 A319, 24 A320 and 20 
A321. Air India was the first airline in India to operate A320s 
and it was 27 years ago.

emBraer enjoying good Buys
Embraer Executive Jets, which announced sale of Phenom 100E 
to an undisclosed customer in India but to be managed by Titan 
Aviation group, is excited about the Indian market. The Vice 
President (Sales) Middle East and Asia Pacific, Claudio Camelier 
said that the company was satisified with the performance in 
India, but would strive to do better, though the market condi-
tions were not favourable worldwide.

Camelier said that the sales could be similar to that of last year, 
but did not disclose what the number was. The global momen-
tum would pick up on recovery of the US economy. In India, he 
added, the sentiments were favourable and hoped that the push 
for regional connectivity would help business aviation too. The 
company has a 33 per cent market share across all business jets. 

BomBardier’s soLid Base in india
The Canadian transportation company, Bombardier, has an 
Engineering Service Office in Bengaluru which supports Bom-
bardier Aerospace’s in-production and in-development aircraft 
programmes by providing assistance to both the company and 
the more than 400 engineers at its partners’ offices in the areas 
of complex engineering structure design, advanced stress anal-
ysis and project management services.

Bombardier predicts that over the next 20 years, a total of 
1,330 business jet deliveries are destined for India, and that 
the Asia-Pacific region (including China) will take delivery of 
approximately 4,000 aircraft in the 20- to 149-seat commer-
cial aircraft category. In recent years, Bombardier has devel-
oped a solid base of customers in the region, and many of its 
industry-leading products, including Learjet, Challenger and 
Global business jets, CRJ700 regional jets and Q400 NextGen 
turboprops, are already in service in India. Bombardier Com-
mercial Aircraft and Tech Mahindra recently signed an agree-
ment under which the latter will develop the Aircraft Ground 
Support System (AGSS) for Bombardier’s Aircraft Health Man-
agement System (AHMS) for the C Series family of aircraft. 

honeyweLL expands serviCes 
Honeywell Aerospace has been selected by Jet Airways to pro-

vide maintenance services for Auxiliary 
Power Units (APU) on board its fleet of 
10 Boeing 777 airplanes. The five-year 
agreement will help Jet Airways bet-
ter predict and manage maintenance 
cycles, allowing the India-based airline 
to reduced unscheduled downtime and 
improve reliability of its fleets.

“We recognise that unplanned main-
tenance is an essential yet sometimes 
costly procedure,” said Arijit Ghosh, 
President, Honeywell Aerospace India. 

pawan hans Is plannInG 
to develop four helI 
hubs In the country at 
delhI, mumbaI, GuwahatI 
and another one In 
andhra pradesh

new entrants on display: (top) embraer phenom 100e;  
(above) indigo at the launch of the first a320neo powered by 

purepower engine by pratt & whitney.
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“Our APU maintenance programme coupled with Predictive 
Trend Monitoring Diagnostic service provides Jet Airways the 
tools to simplify budget planning and mitigate unexpected 
costs that may arise due to unscheduled removals, as well as 
speed up turnaround for its B777 fleet.” 

FaLCon 8x in india By year-end
Dassault Aviation which is the market leader here for large cabin, 
long range aircraft, with 22 aircraft currently in service and sev-
eral more on order, showcased its most popular 4,000 nm/7,410 
km range Falcon 2000LXS widebody twinjet. “We expect the 
country’s accelerating economic growth to translate into rising 
Falcon sales going forward,” said Dassault Aviation Chairman/
CEO Eric Trappier. “No other business jet line is more suited to 
local requirements, whether it be in terms of cabin design, flying 
performance, fuel economy or versatility, than Falcon.”

Dassault’s popular Falcon 2000 twinjet – now approaching 
the 600th production mark - accounts for the largest portion 
of the present Indian fleet. Sales are currently being driven by 
the Falcon 2000LXS, the newest edition in the 2000 line, which 
offers a short-field capability comparable to smaller midsize 
and super midsize business jet models but with a range and 
comfort level far better than these aircraft. 

Vadim Feldzer of the communications department of Falcon 
said that majority of new Indian Falcon orders, however, are for 
longer range models like the Falcon 7X and the new ultra long 
range Falcon 8X that can fly non-stop from anywhere in India 

to destinations such as London City Airport that are typically off 
limits to big business jets. The 6,450 nm/11,945 km Falcon 8X, 
which will feature the quietest and most comfortable cabin in 
business aviation, is due to be delivered to its first Indian opera-
tor by the end of 2016.

guLFstream hoping For market to open up
Savannah based Gulfstream had brought two aircraft — G150 
and G650. Gulfstream’s service centre in Dallas was authorised 
by India’s Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) to per-
form maintenance on all DGCA-registered Gulfstream aircraft. 
The US-based business jet manufacturer is hopeful that the gov-
ernment policies would give the right push to general aviation 
in general and business aviation in particular.

textron to make BeLL Copters in india
Textron Inc is likely to build its single largest selling helicopter 
– Bell 407 – in partnership with Indian firms for the ecosystem 
and that includes avionics, rotors, gearbox etc. The company has 
undertaken a market feasibility study. Textron has a development 
centre in Bengaluru, employing 500 aeronautical engineers. The 
company has a tie-up with Dynamatic Ltd to manufacture the Bell 
407 cabins in Bengaluru, to cater to the export markets, espe-
cially the US and Canada. The Bengaluru unit can manufacture 
four 407 cabins a month. The company is looking at marketing 
reconnaissance and surveillance helicopters to the armed forces.

pawan hans vertiCaL growth
The state-owned Pawan Hans Ltd, India’s largest helicopter 
operating company, has drawn up massive expansion plans to 
increase the number of helicopters from the present 43 to 100 by 
2025 and also to develop four heli hubs across the country. The 
company is planning to go for an initial public offering (IPO) in 
2017. “We need at least `5,000 crore to implement our acquisi-
tion plan. We are going for IPO and procurement on lease basis,” 
said the Managing Director of Pawan Hans Dr B.P. Sharma. 

The company is planning to develop four heli hubs in the 
country at Delhi, Mumbai, Guwahati and another one in Andhra 
Pradesh. The heli hubs offer complete solutions which include 
terminals for passengers, MRO facilities and skill development 
centres for training of pilots and engineers.

It is also focusing on heli-tourism and development of helipads 
across the country. The signing of two memoranda of understand-
ing (MoUs) with the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and 
Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation (IRCTC) are 
pointers in this direction. The MoU with HAL will facilitate estab-
lishment of complete MRO facility at Rohini heliport, Delhi, the first 
such facility in the country to be operationalised in June this year.

Pawan Hans is also talking with Airbus Helicopters to set 
up an MRO unit in Juhu airport in Mumbai. India currently 
has about 300 civilian helicopters. Pawan Hans has flown over 
5,00,000 hours with more than 19 lakh landings.

teLangana’s skiLL deveLopment Centre 
The Telangana Government signed an MoU with Aero Campus 
Aquitaine of Bordeaux Metropole of France to set up India’s 
first training centre for skill development in aerospace industry. 
The academy will come up at Begumpet Airport in Hyderabad. 
Aero Campus Aquitaine has presence in Turkey, Malaysia and 
many other countries and they are world leaders in their area. 

All in all, the India Aviation event has gained a place on the 
international events map, but it has a long way to go before it 
becomes a ‘must attend’ for global players. Right now, the show 
seems stretched by five days. SP

comfort with luxury: (top) dassault falcon 2000lx;  
(above) gulfstream g150.
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SP’s Aviation (SP’s): how has the india Aviation 2016 been 
so far? And what does the indian market look like at this 
moment?
ATR: It has been extremely positive. There has been a stream 
of varied visitors, from prospective buyers to pilots to students 
wanting to know more about the best-selling turboprops in the 
world. We are ‘convinced’ of the Indian market which offers us 
enormous opportunities. With the draft National Civil Aviation 
Policy giving emphasis on regional connectivity, we hope to see 
lot more activity here and are making pitches accordingly. 

SP’s: What is the current ATR fleet in india and what do 
you think it could be 
by 2020 when it will 
among the top three 
aviation markets?
ATR: As of today we have 
36 ATRs in India and we 
expect it to grow fast as 
two factors are going to 
drive the upward trend 
– one is you have such a 
strong domestic passen-
ger growth at 20 per cent 
and two the government 
policy which is focusing 
on regional connectiv-
ity and MRO. The govern-
ment’s plan to develop 
small airports across the 
country will further drive 
passenger growth and 
these markets can be best 
served by a turboprop. 
ATR aircraft are comfort-
able, the standard of service is excellent, has latest features in 
avionics and it can land on any type of airfield. It is ideal for op-
erators who are looking at smaller routes and routes which have 
lower yields. The ATR has low fuel burn and is most economical 
to operate. It gives operators the advantage of lowest trip cost 
compared to any regional jet or other turboprops.

SP’s: What is the current order book like?
ATR: The backlog across the world is 270 aircraft. This year we 
will deliver 95 aircraft and it is steadily climbing. It 2014 we 
delivered 83 and in 2015 it was 87. We are going to ramp up 
production as we expect our world market share (for both tur-

boprop and regional jets) to go up from the present 40 per cent. 
About 30 per cent of the backlog is with the lessors and they do 
drive the market. We do facilitate prospective buyers with leas-
ing solutions. I would like to mention here that Air India has just 
put out an RFP (request for proposal) for 10 small aircraft and 
we are responding to the RFP.

SP’s: The indian authorities have made it clear to airfram-
ers that if they have to sell in india, they need to look at the 
package – to set up MRo here; training and simulator facil-
ity and facilitate in leasing options. Where does ATR stand 
on these three counts?

ATR: We are aware of 
it and as the fleet size 
grows in India we will 
build the structures, 
both MRO and training. 
Presently, we have Air 
Works and GMR sup-
porting us in MRO and 
there is the Singapore 
hub too. We are looking 
at fleet size of over 60 
to have these support 
structures in India. 

SP’s: Could you tell us 
about some features of 
ATR that the operators 
should look at?
ATR: We are continuous-
ly improving our product. 
The ATR 600 is one such 
where a lot of improve-
ment has gone on reduc-

ing noise levels; much larger baggage space; slim line passen-
ger seating etc. It is a 78-seat version giving operators 6 to 8 
seats more from the present version. The first customer of the 
aircraft is Cebu of Philippines. 

SP’s: What about the aircraft’s performance on environ-
mental aspects?
ATR: We have considerably worked on reducing noise levels. 
It has lower fuel burn than any other turboprop. The ATR is a 
‘green aircraft’. We are working with Pratt & Whitney on biofuel 
applications but must tell you that environmentally we are one 
of the safest aircraft in the world. SP

ATR which presently has a fleet of 36 in India is keen on getting into 
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) and training as the fleet numbers 
gain substantial traction. A number of 60 plus ATR aircraft in the country 
makes sense for the company to further strengthen the aftermarket 
structure. The Head of Global Sales, John moore gives r. chandrakanth 
of SP’s Aviation the ATR scenario in India and beyond.

ATR eyeing MRO in India
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honeyWell AeRoSPACe iS oMniPReSenT in the airline 
industry. As airplanes become more and more sophisticated 
and airlines are continuously looking at innovation to make the 
flying experience worthwhile for both the passenger and the 
crew, companies such as Honeywell Aerospace are up there, 
providing products and solutions for that experience and more.
At India Aviation, Honeywell Aerospace was present in full 
strength showcasing products and solutions that would excite 
the Indian market further. 

Aileen McDowall, Vice President, Airline Business, Europe, 
Middle East, Africa & India, said: “There is an environment for 
growth and airlines are constantly in new needs”. Honeywell is 
present in wheels & brakes; avionics and mechanical aspects 
of an aircraft. “There is not a single plane which does not have 
some product or solution of Honeywell,” she states emphatically.

Aileen McDowall mentioned that Honeywell has a wide 
portfolio of products and solutions – from selectable equip-
ment to repair and overhaul upgrades to services. In selectable 
equipment she highlighted the IntuVue RDR 3D weather radar 
system which gives a three-dimensional, 180-degree display of 
weather from the ground up to 60,000 feet, out to 320 nauti-
cal miles ahead of the aircraft. It scans and stores the data to 
recreate a 3D image of storm cells, complemented by automatic 
ground returns extracted from Honeywell’s enhanced ground 
proximity warning systems (EGPWS). 

In sync with tech-savvy times, Honeywell has come up with 
services on iPads for pilots after having gone through rigorous 
certification. The iPads help pilots in flight displays, flight man-
agement systems, etc. There are at least three levels of intense 
certification, but most airlines are stopping at Level 2, certified 
accordingly. 

Sunny Kancharla said weather is a big concern for airlines in 
general and pilots in particular who need real time information 
to safely navigate the aircraft. Honeywell systems provides infor-
mation on lightning, storms, etc. Predictive hail and lightening 
icons overlay the regular weather display, providing an increased 
level of awareness of hazardous conditions to the flight crew. He 
mentioned that predictive Jet Airways had selected Honeywell to 
provide maintenance services for auxiliary power units (APUs) on 
board its fleet of 10 Boeing 777 airplanes. The five-year agreement 
will help Jet Airways better predict and manage maintenance 
cycles, allowing the India-based airline to reduce unscheduled 
downtime and improve reliability of its fleets. Similarly SpiceJet is 
said to be contemplating on similar products and solutions. 

Aileen McDowall said that Honeywell’s focus areas included 
(a) pilots (b) maintenance personnel and (c) passengers. For 
enhanced communication connectivity for the passengers from 
their seats on an airline, Honeywell is working on satellite com-
munication solutions. It is already in discussions and that these 
when deployed would leapfrog. 

Talking about Honeywell’s JetWave Ka-band broadband 
connectivity, she said that from the present Inmarsat’s Ku-band, 
Ka-band would be leapfrogging of technology, providing much 
more bandwidth. Inmarsat has applied for approval and should 
be getting it before the end of the year. 

Honeywell’s JetWave satellite communications terminals 
enable global connectivity via Inmarsat Aviation’s Global Xpress 
Ka-band network. The hardware and network are optimised for 
mobility to provide a consistently outstanding passenger expe-
rience all over the world. 

Sunny Kancharla said the Ku-band was 500 megahertz 
while Ka-band was 1,000 megahertz. In the older technology 
the bandwidth was 50 Mbps while now it would be 3,700 Mbps, 
thus providing unmatched connectivity. A survey conducted 
among airline passengers indicated that 80 per cent of the 
respondents wanted to have it. 

With regard to Wi-Fi connectivity, he said, that on international 
airlines such as Emirates one could send text and other posts on 
an A380 and select Boeing 777 aircraft. One could make calls from 
ones mobile and using the Internet and also use in-seat satel-
lite phone, but once in Indian airspace these services have to be 
turned off due to the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) 
regulations, hoping that they would change soon. 

Giving details of how Honeywell is transforming navigation sys-
tems, she highlighted SmartPath ground-based augmentation sys-
tem (GBAS) which is a cost-effective precision navigation solution 
to increase airport capacity, decrease air traffic noise and reduce 
weather-related delays. It also reduces operating costs for both 
the aircraft operator and air navigation service providers (ANSP). 
By providing aircraft operators with very precise, high integrity 
digital navigation data, Honeywell’s SmartPath GBAS provides 
unparalleled flexibility to terminal operations that enables ANSPs 
to efficiently manage airspace in ways that were not possible with 
legacy instrument landing systems (ILS).

Sunny Kancharla said that with the deployment of GBAS, 
airports which have 35 to 40 operations on a runway can go 
up to 70. It is bringing down turnaround time of an aircraft on 
a runway from close to two minutes to less than a minute. It 
reduces waiting time, taxiing time. 

They stated that Honeywell is deeply entrenched in India’s 
aviation sector development and was constantly engaging air-
lines and airports on new developments. The Airports Authority 
of India (AAI) is one such entity with whom Honeywell is in 
constant interaction, considering that AAI is planning creation 
of infrastructure at under-served and un-served airports. 

For an enhanced passenger experience, Honeywell has 
installed solutions at many airports for quick turnaround of bag-
gage and passenger throughput. SP

— By R. Chandrakanth

There is not a single plane which does not 
have some product or solution of Honeywell

No 
Honeywell, 
No Plane
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BY R. ChandRakanth

The refrain aT The second edition of the BizAvIndia confer-
ence of the Business Aircraft Operators Association in Hyder-
abad has been to fight the biggest battle, the battle of perception 
that business aviation is a rich man’s tool. The association has 
vowed itself to come together on a stronger note and engage 
the government at different levels, not just the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation (MoCA). 

Though no representative of the MoCA or government was 
present at the BAOA conference (Anil Srivastava, Joint Secre-
tary of MoCA did not turn up), industry leaders and experts said 
it was imperative for all to keep going after the ‘big optics’ of 
aviation (5/20 rule and other issues) got sorted out. 

The BAOA President, Jayant Nadkarni, reiterated that the 
association which is celebrating its fifth birthday, has been contin-
uously working on how to fight the perception battle. At the confer-
ence it had a video presentation and has avowed itself to deal with 
this at different levels – seminars, reports, meetings with powers 
that be, etc. The association will soon be presenting a compre-
hensive report on the issues affecting the business aviation sector 
which is being done in association with Martin Consultancy. 

Waiting for ‘big optics’ to fade
The BAOA President said that business aviation which had enor-
mous potential was presently stagnating due to various issues. 
The projection that it would contribute `3,400 crore to the GDP 
between 2016-20 had been downsized to `2,300 crore due to 
growth stagnating. High input duties was one of the dampeners. 
“If the duty differential regime is removed, the business avia-
tion fleet will grow,” Nadkarni said after the big optics of ‘5/20 
rule, 160 airports development etc’ which the government was 
now seized of, it would be the turn of the general aviation / busi-
ness aviation sector. 

The Director General of the International Business Aviation 
Council (IBAC), Kurt Edwards said IBAC is to business aviation 
like what IATA (International Airport Transport Association) is 
to airlines. IBAC is working with the International Civil Avia-
tion Organisation (ICAO) in taking up several issues affecting 
the community and one of the priorities is aviation safety. 
International standards in safety, environment, etc, were being 
established and member organisations were working together 
to have them implemented.

Business Aircraft Operators Association’s (BAOA) biggest battle is fighting the ‘battle 
of perception’ that business aircraft is for the rich and famous. BAOA is determined to 

engage, engage and engage with government to propel aviation growth.

‘Battle of 
Perception’

Jayant nadkarni, president, baoa; kurt edwards, director general, ibac
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oWner / operator narrates benefits
The Chairman and Managing Director of the Saraya Group, 
Captain S.S. Majithia, who has over 6,000 hours of flying under 
his belt, made a splendid case for business aviation as a busi-
ness tool and not a rich man’s toy. Recalling how his grandfather 
had stakes in pre-independent India, extending from Lahore to 
Delhi to Gorakhpur, Captain Majithia said in those days the trip 
is used to take three days and the last mile invariably used to 
be by road which were not really roads. It was in 1935 that the 
group bought a small airplane which did the journey in half a 
day with one fuel stop. “Our sugar unit in Gorakhpur survived 
because of the airplane as we could connect and ferry engineers 
and consultants quickly from plant to plant.”

He added: “The small airplane was never a wasteful expen-
diture. It is totally beyond me that it is a rich man’s toy.” Indus-
tries, he said, are increasingly being set up in backward regions 
as land is easily available and the only way to access these 
plants in quick time is through airplanes as the road network 
in most places are underdeveloped.” Despite the anguish, Cap-
tain Majithia said the industry should not despair but should 
strengthen the association to resolve issues. He mentioned how 
the sugar industry survived because of the sugar associations.

panellists rally on points to get attention
There was consensus that though the National Civil Aviation 
Policy (NCAP) totally ignored business aviation segment, there 
were several issues in the NCAP which took care of general avi-
ation / business aviation aspects and that the association had to 
educate those in power. Rohit Kapur, former President of BAOA 
and Managing Director of Arrow Aviation, who moderated the 
first session quizzed the panellists on whether the NCAP was a 
big departure from earlier instances; whether regional connec-
tivity which was the buzzword was the policy initiatives enough 
to kick-start the sector; infrastructure issues, etc.

Amber Dubey, Head Aerospace & Defence, KPMG, compli-
mented the government for the ‘big departure’ from the four-
page policy to a comprehensive once. Regional connectivity and 
MRO reforms were captured majorly in the NCAP. Though the 
NCAP does not specifically mention business aviation, the draft 
had several points and by extension it had implications on the 
business aviation segment. Nevertheless, he urged upon the 
industry to ‘engage, engage, engage’ with the government if it 
had to have a policy conducive for growth. 

Dhiraj Mathur, Executive Director, PWC, said it is the begin-
ning and there is need to leverage capacity as per the regional 
connectivity scheme. Though the budget does not have provi-
sions for the sector, it was essential for the industry to interact 
with different ministries well in advance. 

confusing terminologies 
Captain M.K. Valsaraj, President & Chief 
Pilot, Deccan Charters and Colonel Sanjay 
Julka, Vice President, BAO & CEO, IndiaFly-
Safe, were of the view that categorisation 
such as general aviation, business aviation, 
private operators, non-scheduled opera-
tors, etc, were terminologies which were 
confusing the authorities and others. There 
was need to simplify the categories. Cap-
tain Valsaraj was critical of the draft on 
helicopters stating that it was completely 
wide off the mark on several points. Group 
Captain R.K. Bali (Retd), Secretary of BAOA, 
talked about viability gap funding (VGF). 

Arun Sharma, Managing Director, Aviators India, spoke 
about helicopter emergency medical services (HEMS) and asked 
whether it was possible to grow this business with costing of 
`1.5 lakh per hour. There was need for landing of helicopters 
on site for HEMS to take off and hoped it would happen soon. 
Vinit Phatak, Managing Director, Invision Air asked ‘When are 
you happy in business aviation?’ and answered by saying “First 
when you buy the plane, and then when you sell it.” The charter 
aircraft business is not making money. Rajeev Wadhwa, CEO, 
Baron Aviation, said charters are primarily driven by metros 
and we are not reaching out to markets outside metro. Now 
thanks to app driven portals such as bookmycharters and Jet-
SetGo, it was possible for anyone to get a charter from any part 

of the world. Nevertheless, he said it was 
imperative for operators to comply with 
the bookings. Kanika Tekriwal, CEO, Jet-
SetGo, talked about how her company 
was making profits and that the industry 
should not get despondent.

Kapil Kaul of CAPA talked about devel-
oping institutional infrastructure which 
needed to be aligned to industry needs. 
Prashant Bhushan, CEO, Taj Air Metro-
jet Aviation, said the country was faced 
with inadequate manpower. Group Cap-
tain Pankaj Chopra, said there were 360 
unused airports in the country and it was 
totally skewed towards five-six cities. SP

BizAvIndia 2016 
Awards

Congratulations kanika: kanika tekriwal of Jetsetgo receives 
the bizavindia award for innovation from rohit kapur, md, 

arrow aviation; the other awardees were a.J. baker of global 
vectra helicorp who received bizavindia operators of the year 
award from anthony cox of bombardier aircraft and captain 
s.s. maJithia, chairman, saraya group, who received bizavindia 

hall of fame award from kurt h. edwards, director general of 
international business aviation council

Award Ceremony organized by Business Aircraft Operators 
Association (BAOA) at Taj Krishna in Hyderabad  

on March 15, 2016.
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The early Birds of Aviation is an 
exclusive American organisation that 
limits its membership to aviators who 
piloted a glider, gas balloon or aero-
plane, during the first 13 years of avia-
tion i.e. before December 17, 1916. Of 
the 598 names on the list, less than ten 
are women and Tiny Broadwick is the 
only one who features despite never 
having piloted an aircraft. 

‘The First Lady of Parachuting’ was 
the first woman to descend from an air-
craft by parachute, the first person to 
make a free-fall descent and the first 
woman to parachute into water. She 
made her first descent in 1908 at 
age 14 and during the next 14 years 
she jumped more than 1,000 times, 
all across the United States. She 
played a vital role in demonstrat-
ing the usefulness of parachutes as 
lifesavers during the perilous early 
years of flight.

Georgia Ann Thompson was 
born into a poor farm family on 
April 8, 1893, in Oxford, North Car-
olina. The youngest of seven daugh-
ters, she was married at 12 and 
gave birth to a daughter at 13. She 
was soon abandoned by her hus-
band, then dropped out of school 
and took up a 14-hour job at a cot-
ton mill to survive. Things began 
to improve in 1907 when she first 
witnessed ‘The Broadwicks and 
their Famous French Aeronauts’ 
in action. The sight of the intrepid 
balloonists breaking free of the 
bonds of earth and making ascents 
in hot-air balloons, then calmly 
jumping out of the basket and float-
ing back to earth did something to 
her. Charles Broadwick instantly 
recognised her potential to attract 
the crowds by her youthfulness, 
spunk and good looks and agreed 
to hire her. Her diminutive size, 
just about 70 pounds in weight and 
under five feet in height was a big 
advantage. Georgia’s baby was left 
in her mother’s care and she prom-
ised to send back some money regularly 
to help. For reasons of propriety Broad-
wick obtained her parents’ consent to 
legally adopt Tiny. And that is how she 
became Tiny Broadwick. 

Tiny Broadwick made her first 
jump from a hot-air balloon in Decem-
ber 1908. Clad in a silk dress, ruf-
fled bloomers and bonnet, with pink 
bows on her arms and ribbons in her 
curly hair she was billed as ‘The Doll 
Girl.’ Newspapers printed breathless 
accounts about “the most daring female 

aeronaut ever,” as she performed at 
numerous fairs, carnivals and parks. 
She was utterly fearless when she 
donned the ‘life preserver’ designed by 
her adopted father and performed the 
most dangerous feats with élan. She 
was specially admired for her ‘cutaway 
act’ in which she discarded one para-
chute after another during the descent 
only to open one more and make a safe 
landing. She suffered mishaps and close 
shaves aplenty like landing on top of a 
train and in swamps, getting entangled 
in a windmill and high tension cables. 
Once she alighted on the roof of a mill, 

was unable to grab hold of anything 
and fell two stories, fracturing her arm 
and sustaining other injuries. This was 
just one of many accidents in which she 
broke bones, dislocated her shoulder 
and sprained an ankle. Did these deter 
her? “I was never afraid. I’d go up any 
time, any place. The only thing I hated 
was getting back to earth so quickly,” 
she said.

But balloons were on the way out and 
it was time to make her first jump from a 
plane. There’s some doubt about whether 

it happened on June 21, 1913, or on Jan-
uary 9, 1914. Either way, the aircraft was 
built and piloted by the famed pilot Glen 
Martin, flying at 1,000 feet over Griffith 
Park in Los Angeles. Charles Broadwick 
made a parachute of silk, closely packed 
it, and attached it to a canvas jacket with 
harness straps. When Tiny jumped out of 
the plane, a string attached to the fuse-
lage pulled the cover free and the para-
chute filled with air.

In 1914, hearing of Tiny’s exploits, 
the US Army requested a demonstration. 
They were losing many pilots in plane 
crashes and were looking for a practi-

cal way to exit a stricken aircraft. 
Tiny flawlessly executed three out 
of four planned jumps. However, on 
the final attempt the parachute’s 
line became entangled in the air-
plane’s tail assembly. She was 
unable to climb back into the air-
craft. Another person might have 
panicked, but Tiny simply cut the 
line and fell free of the aircraft; 
then pulled the remaining bit of 
line to open her parachute. Elated 
by the success of this technique, in 
future demonstrations she did not 
attach the cord to the aircraft, but 
jumped free of the plane and then 
manually deployed the parachute 
by pulling the line, later called the 
‘rip cord.’ Thus the US Army was 
convinced that a pilot wearing a 
parachute could safely bale out of 
an aircraft and glide back to earth.

Given a choice, Tiny Broadwick 
would most likely have continued 
jumping for many years. However, 
her ankles could no longer take the 
shock of repeated landings and she 
made her last descent in 1922. At a 
felicitation dinner in 1964, National 
Air Museum Director Philip Hop-
kins said, “Measured in feet and 
inches, her nickname ‘Tiny’ is 
obviously appropriate. Measured 
by her courage and by her accom-
plishments, she stands tall among 
her many colleagues – the pioneers 

of flight.” In 1976, she was made an 
honorary member of the elite US 82nd 
Airborne Division and awarded a set 
of wings. When she died on August 25, 
1978, her coffin was borne by members 
of the same Division. On International 
Women’s Day it is worth remembering 
that neither size nor gender is an accu-
rate predictor of courage or skill. All that 
matters is the soaring human spirit and 
Tiny Broadwick had that in plenty. SP

— Joseph Noronha

TINY BROADWICK  
(1893-1978)

Measured by her courage and 
by her accomplishments, Tiny 
Broadwick stands tall among 

her many colleagues – the 
pioneers of flight
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Indo-Israel defence deals
The Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) 
has begun to clear several proposed de-
fence deals with Israel reported to be of a 
value of about $3 billion. Briefly these are:

Indian Air Force (IAF)

•   250 Spice-2000 precision stand-off 
bombs and 164 laser-designation 
pods for Sukhoi and Jaguar of the IAF. 

•   Two additional Phalcon airborne 
warning and control systems. Three 
such systems are already in service.

•   Four Aerostat EL/M-2083 radars. Two 
such systems are already in service.

Army
•   Medium-range surface-to-air missile 

system (MR-SAM) for the Army. It will 
have a variant for the Navy as well as 
the IAF. Both are being co-developed 
by DRDO-Israel Aerospace Industries.

•   321 Spike anti-tank guided missile 
along with 8,356 missiles.
These clearances by CCS are being 

progressed in view of the Prime Minis-
ter Narendra Modi’s visit to Israel later 
this year.

fIne-TunIng fMs by IndIa
India’s Ministry of Defence has fine-tuned 
the foreign military sales (FMS) proce-
dure with the US Government. Rather 
than raising bills case-wise every quarter, 
all the funds against various cases have 
been pooled together in a corpus. As and 
when funds are required to be paid per 
case, in fulfillment of contractual liabili-
ties, the said amount is being withdrawn 
from the corpus. Consequent to this cre-
ation of the corpus in consultation with 
the US Government, no payments have 
been made in the last two quarters of 
the financial year 2015-16, against cases 
which necessitated payments, against the 
said contracts. Instead, payment is being 
effected from the corpus of $2.3 billion 
which will be replenished when required. 
This has happened through scrupulous 

and holistic financial management. It en-
ables utilisation of scarce funds on other 
projects and hedges the country against 
adverse exchange rates.

upgraded advanced landIng grounds 
(alg) InauguraTed

The operational capability of the IAF got 
a major fillip with the re-launching of 
two upgraded ALGs at Ziro and Along 
in Arunachal Pradesh on March12, 
2016. The capacity build-up will enable 
operations by some of the new inductions 
including the C-130J Super Hercules. 
Consequent to the CCS approval in June 
2009, the IAF embarked on an ambitious 
reconstruction plan to upgrade the exist-
ing eight ALGs, including infrastructure 
development at certain airbases in East-
ern Air Command’s area of responsibility. 

The ALGs for upgradation include 
Tuting, Mechuka, Along, Tawang, Ziro, 
asighat, Walong and Vijaynagar in 
Arunachal Pradesh. The outlay plan for 
the upgradation of ALGs alone is nearly 
`1,000 crore.

IndIgenous lIghT coMbaT helIcopTer 
successfully fIres rockeTs

After successful completion of basic 
performance flight testing and outsta-
tion trials for cold weather, hot weather 
and hot and high altitude testing in the 
year 2015, the light combat helicopter 
(LCH) has achieved yet another milestone 
by successfully firing of rockets (70mm) 
from its prototype, TD-3 in weaponised 
configuration. The LCH TD-3 is inte-
grated with Electro-Optical System, Solid 
State Digital Video Recording System 
and 70mm rocket system in conjunction 
with an updated glass cockpit software to 

QuickRouNdup

Airbus Defence AnD spAce
Airbus Defence and Space has been awarded a $159-mil-
lion contract by the procurement agency of German Armed 
Forces for the long-term operation of the SATCOMBw 
secure satellite communications system. Airbus Defence 
and Space has been operating the SATCOMBw system 
since 2006 and this contract is valid up to 2022.

AurorA flight sciences
Aurora Flight Sciences, Virginia, has been awarded a 
$8,94,44,166 cost-plus-fixed-fee contract for Phases II 
and III of the vertical take-off and landing X-plane research 
portfolio by US’ Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency. Expected date of completion is September 2018.

bAe systems
BAE Systems has been selected to provide critical surviv-
ability and situational awareness technology for the US Air 
Force’s HH-60W Combat Rescue Helicopter. The company 
will supply its Identification Friend or Foe technology 
known as the AN/DPX-7 Reduced Size Transponder and its 
Common Missile Warning System.

bell helicopter
Bell Helicopter Textron Inc, Texas, has been awarded a 
$46,11,42,760 fixed-price incentive (firm target) modifica-
tion to a previously awarded firm-fixed-price contract to 
definitise the manufacture and delivery of 12 Lot 13 UH-1Y 
aircraft; 16 Lot 13 AH-1Z aircraft, and 16 auxiliary fuel kits. 
Work is expected to be completed in February 2019. 

boeing
The Boeing Company, Pennsylvania, has been awarded an 
$89,69,29,889 modification to an earlier contract for cargo 
(CH-47F) helicopter multiyear for production lot 14 for 27 
renew helicopters and 12 new build helicopters. Work is 
estimated to be completed by December 20, 2020.

The Boeing test team has successfully completed the first 
flight of the programme’s second KC-46A tanker aircraft on 
March 2 taking off from Paine Field and landing at Boeing Field 
in Seattle. During the flight, Boeing test pilots performed op-
erational checks on engines, flight controls and environmental 
systems. As part of the overall flight test programme, the KC-46 
will demonstrate that it can refuel 18 different types of aircraft.

britAin AnD frAnce
Britain and France will commit 750 million pounds each 
(total of $2.1 billion) to build a prototype unmanned 
aircraft that will be the  most advanced vehicle of its kind 
in Europe. UK companies including BAE Systems, Finmec-
canica Airborne and Space Systems Division, and Rolls-
Royce and Dassault Aviation, SNECMA/Safran and Thales in 
France are expected to benefit from the project.

chinA
According to media reports, China has paid Russia an 
advance under a contract signed last year for the delivery 
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of S-400 Triumf anti-aircraft missile systems and the 
deliveries may begin in the first quarter of 2017. Cost of six 
S-400 battalions ordered is estimated to be $3 billion.

DAssAult AviAtion
Dassault Aviation’s 2015 consolidated net sales amounted 
to $4,664.8 million compared to $4,111.6 million 
in 2014. Out of this, defence net sales amounted to 
$1,864.7 million compared to $1,111.8 million in 2014. 
Five Rafale jets were delivered to France and three to Egypt 
during 2015. Defence net sales also included the delivery 
of works performed for the Indian Mirage 2000 upgraded 
to the I/TI standard and the Rafale Marine retrofitted to 
the F3 standard.

finmeccAnicA
Finmeccanica has announced on March 2, the successful 
maiden flight of the new AgustaWestland AW109 Trekker 
light twin engine helicopter. It is designed to provide the 
perfect solution for utility, public services and aerial work 
operations.

Finmeccanica has announced that during the World 
Air Traffic Management Congress at Madrid from March 8 
to 10), the company bagged contracts worth $134 million. 
After the recent successes in Italy, Canada and Singapore, 
the Finmeccanica Security and Information Systems Divi-
sion will provide Air Traffic Management/Air Traffic Control 
systems also to Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Morocco.

hinDustAn AeronAutics 
limiteD
HAL has been identified for the manufacturing of Kamov 
Ka-226T Helicopters, in view of its capabilities in the field 
of design, development, manufacture and maintenance of 
aircraft.A greenfield facility has been planned at Tumakuru 
near Bengaluru primarily to take up manufacture and MRO 
activities for indigenously designed and developed light 
utility helicopter and other helicopters.

inDiAn Air force
The Indian Government has cleared the purchase of two 
more Phalcon Airborne Warning and Control Systems air-
craft, bringing the fleet size to five. The Cabinet Committee 
on Security agreed on the acquisition on March 1, 2016, 
at a cost of $1.1 billion. The purchase involves a tripartite 
contract with both Israel and Russia. Israeli Aerospace 
Industries and Elta Electronic Industries provide an AESA 
radar system which is then mounted on the Russian made 
Ilyushin IL-76 heavy transport aircraft.

inDonesiA
The sale of 36 AIM-120C-7 advanced medium-range air-
to-air missiles (AMRAAMs) to Indonesia has been cleared 
by the US State Department. The $95-million deal through 
te FMS programme of the US Government will also include 
one missile guidance system, control section support 
equipment, spare parts apart from other aspects.

cater for rocket firing. LCH is a 5.5-tonne 
class, is a combat helicopter designed 
and developed by the Hindustan Aero-
nautics Ltd.

hal To raMp-up producTIon of lca

Minister of State for Defence Rao Inderjit 
Singh in a written reply in the Rajya 
Sabha stated that the proposal for Cabi-
net Committee on Security for ramping 
up of production of LCA from the present 
installed capacity of eight to sixteen air-
craft per year by HAL is being processed. 
An expenditure of `1,259 crore has been 
proposed for this purpose with 50 per 
cent funding by HAL, 25 per cent by IAF 
and 25 per cent by the Indian Navy, with 
timeline of 36 months from the date of 
sanction. A case for additional 80 LCA 
with four essential capabilities, viz, active 
electronically scanned array radar, be-
yond visual range missiles, air-to-air re-
fuelling capability and electronic warfare 
suite in the upgraded version LCA Mk 1A 
is being progressed for placing orders.

EuroPE

fInMeccanIca and era Mou for aW609 
TIlT-roTor helIcopTer

Finmeccanica, through its helicopter 
division, has announced on March 2, 
2016, that it has signed an MoU with Era 
Group Inc, one of the largest helicopter 
operators in the world and the larg-
est civil operator of AgustaWestland 
helicopters, for the development of the 
emergency medical service variant of 
the AgustaWestland AW609 tilt-rotor. 
The unique flight characteristics of the 
AW609 combine the advantages of a he-
licopter and a fixed-wing aircraft. Almost 

60 orders have already been logged for 
the AW609 globally to perform several 
missions including search and rescue, 
offshore transport, executive/private 
transport and homeland security.

industry
AsiA-PAcific

aIrbus and IndIa: a groWIng 
IndusTrIal cooperaTIon

As per a press release by Airbus, India is 
playing an increasingly important indus-
trial role for Airbus as this country’s air 
transportation market continues to grow. 
Airbus’ cooperation with India offers 
the benefits of cost-competitiveness and 
a highly-skilled workforce and is fully 
aligned with Prime Minister Narendra 

show Calendar
28–31 March
DeFexpo InDIA 2016
Naqueri Quitol in Quepem Taluka of 
South Goa, India
https://defexpoindia.in

5–7 April
AIrcrAFt InterIors expo
Hamburg Messe, Hamburg, Germany
www.aircraftinteriorsexpo.com

12–14 April
ABAce
Shanghai Hawker Pacific Business 
 Aviation Service Centre, Shanghai, China
https://abace.aero

24–26 May
europeAn BusIness AvIAtIon 
conventIon AnD exhIBItIon 
(eBAce)
Palexpo, Geneva, Switzerland
http://ebace.aero

10–4 June
ILA BerLIn AIr show
Berlin ExpoCenter Airport, Berlin
http://www.ila-berlin.com/ila2016/home/
index_e.cfm
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JApAn AnD the philippines
Japan and the Philippines have signed the Agreement 
Concerning the Transfer of Defense Equipment and 
Technology and Japan, on February 29, 2016. The 
agreement, which is expected to help in enhancing 
the capabilities of the armed forces of the Philippines, 
will serve as the framework for the transfer of defence 
equipment from Japan.

lockheeD mArtin
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company has been awarded 
a $6,62,22,453 undefinitised contract action against 
a previously awarded basic ordering agreement for the 
design, development, fabrication, integration, delivery, 
installation and testing of the technical solution to enable 
full interoperability of the distributed mission training 
capability for the F-35 fighter aircraft.

Lockheed Martin Corporation, Georgia, has been 
awarded a $106 million modification to previously 
awarded contract for C-130J multi-year production 
aircraft. This modification provides procurement fund-
ing for long lead efforts associated with 11 fiscal 2017 
C-130J aircraft. Work is expected to be complete by 
July 31, 2017.

Lockheed Martin recently delivered two KC-130J 
Super Hercules aerial refuellers to the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia, to be operated by Royal Saudi Air Force 
crews. Saudi Arabia is the 16th country to operate 
the C-130J Super Hercules to meet its refuelling and 
airlift needs.

Lockheed Martin, Missiles and Fire Control, Orlando, 
Florida, has been awarded a $11,68,20,526 modification 
to exercise the option on previously awarded contract for 
the joint air-to-surface standoff missile programme. Work is 
expected to be completed by June 29, 2019.

piAggio
The UAE has agreed to a $346.8 million contract to 
purchase eight Piaggio P.1HH Hammerhead UAVs. The UAVs 
will be equipped with electro-optical infrared cameras, 
radar and communications systems. Italy-based Piaggio 
is controlled by Mubadala, an Abu Dhabi-based strategic 
investment firm.

rAytheon
Raytheon Company, Arizona, has been awarded a 
$57,30,31,316 modification to exercise the option on 
a previously awarded contract. Contractor will provide 
advanced medium range air-to-air missile (AMRAAM) 
production Lot 30 and other AMRAAM system items. Work 
is expected to be complete by February 28, 2019.

sikorsky
Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation, Connecticut, was awarded a 
$387,181,200 modification to a contract to exercise the 
option for 35 UH-60M helicopters. Work is estimated to be 
completed by December 31, 2016.

Appointments

elbit systems uk limiteD
Elbit Systems UK Limited, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Elbit Systems 
Ltd, has appointed Martin Fausset 
as Chief Executive Officer with effect 
from March 1, 2016.

boeing
Effective April 4, 2016, Boeing has an-
nounced the following appointments:
•   Ted Colbert, who continues as 
the company’s Chief Information 
Officer, is also named Senior Vice 
President, Information & Analytics, 
based in Washington, DC.

•   Scott Fancher, Senior Vice Presi-
dent, Program Management, Inte-
gration & Development Programs, 
based in Chicago.

•   Greg Hyslop as Senior Vice Presi-
dent, Engineering, Test & Technol-
ogy, based in Chicago.

•   Pat Shanahan as Senior Vice Presi-
dent, Supply Chain & Operations, 
based in Bellevue, Washington.

•   Mike Delaney as Vice President of 
Airplane Development at Commer-
cial Airplanes.

•   John Hamilton, as Vice President of 
Engineering.

Atr
The ATR Assembly of Members has 
appointed Giovanni Tramparulo as 
ATR’s new Chief Financial Officer.

esterline corporAtion
Esterline Corporation, a leading spe-
cialty manufacturer serving the global 
aerospace and defence markets, has 
announced the appointment of Rama 

Prasad as Vice President and Manag-
ing Director of Esterline India.

sAfrAn
Eric Dalbiès, Executive Vice President, 
Strategy and M&A at Safran, has been 
named Chairman and Chief Executive 
Officer of Herakles.

gulfstreAm
On March 2, 2016, Gulfstream Aero-
space Corporation announced the 
appointment of Leda Chong as Senior 
Vice President of Government Pro-
grams and Sales, based in Savannah.

cAe
CAE announced the appointment 
of Sonya Branco as Vice President, 
Finance and Chief Financial Officer, 
effective May 23, 2016,

Airbus helicopters
With the aim of stronger focus on 
Customer Support & Services, Airbus 
Helicopters has made the following 
appointments:
•   Ben Bridge as Executive Vice Presi-
dent, Global Business.

•   Matthieu Louvot as Executive Vice 
President, Customer Support & 
Services.

•   Dominique Maudet as Head of Stra-
tegic Defence Relations.

lockheeD mArtin
Lockheed Martin Corporation has 
announced the appointment of John 
Rood as Senior Vice President, Lock-
heed Martin International.

Modi’s ‘Make in India’ campaign, ac-
cording to Dr Srinivasan Dwarakanath, 
President of the Airbus Division at Airbus 
Group India. “I’m proud to say there’s 
something ‘Made in India’ in every one 
of our aircraft being produced today,” 
Dwarakanath added. One of the largest 
Indian partners is HAL which produces 
approximately half of the A320 family’s 
forward passenger doors. HAL began 
supplying Airbus in the 1990s. Dynamatic 
Technologies in Bengaluru has been the 
sole supplier of A320 and A330 family 
flap track beams since 2008, delivering 

these assemblies on which the wing flap 
surfaces extend and retract.Tata Ad-
vanced Materials Ltd provides composite 
parts for the A320 and A350 XWB wing, 
while TAL Manufacturing supplies over 
500 sheet metal and machined parts and 
subassemblies. Supporting these major 
suppliers is a growing network of small 
and medium-sized companies, all being 
developed with Airbus’ encouragement. 
The Airbus Engineering Centre in Ben-
galuru, which opened in 2007, is home 
to over 350 engineers who work across 
programmes and divisions. 
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On February 2, 2016, the Indian aerospace major the Hindu-
stan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) rolled out the first prototype of 
the Hindustan Turbo Trainer 40 (HTT-40) at its factory at Beng-
aluru. This is an all-metal, tandem-seat aircraft powered by the 
Honeywell TPE-331-12B turboprop engine with a thrust rating 
of 950 hp. This aircraft was developed by HAL to replace the 
HPT-32 Deepak which was also designed, developed and built 
by HAL. Unfortunately, the fleet of HPT-32 that was inducted 
into the Indian Air Force (IAF) in the early 1990s was plagued 
by serious and apparently insurmountable technical problems 
that led to a series of accidents, several of these being fatal. 
Left with no choice, in July 2009, the IAF opted to ground the 
fleet permanently. From the point of view of the airframe life, 
grounding of the HPT-32 fleet was somewhat premature as in 
the normal course, the fleet could have been in service till 2025 
and possibly even beyond with life extension. The decision to 
ground the HPT-32 fleet prematurely caught HAL off-guard as 
the Indian aerospace major was not ready with a solution for 
replacement of the HPT-32 fleet with an indigenous platform.

In fact, HAL had initiated a case for the development of a 
replacement for the piston engine HPT-32 aircraft by a more 
powerful single engine, low-wing and tandem-seat aircraft 
powered by a turboprop engine. The initial design prepared by 
HAL appeared similar to the highly popular Tucano designed, 
developed and built by Embraer 
of Brazil. Entering service in the 
mid-1980s, the Embraer Tucano 
was inducted by air forces of as 
many as 13 countries around the 
world. Although the production 
lines are closed, the aircraft con-
tinues to be employed as a basic 
trainer in some air forces.

In July 2009, the IAF was 
confronted with an emergency-
like situation with regard to basic 
training of pilots. With no clear 
possibility of HAL coming up with 
a suitable aircraft for basic train-
ing in the time frame required, 
the IAF obtained sanction of the 
government to procure a trainer 
platform from foreign sources. 
Through a process of global ten-
dering, the IAF identified the 
PC-7 Mk II from Pilatus of Swit-
zerland as the preferred platform 
and placed an initial order for 75 
aircraft with option for another 
38 at the same price. This was 
a proven platform already in 
service with several air forces 
worldwide. The first Pilatus PC-7 
Mk II was delivered in February 

2013 and by now, delivery of the initial order for 75 aircraft has 
been completed. As the total requirement for trainer aircraft for 
the IAF is around 200, there was and is considerable scope for 
HAL to have a suitable product ready.

Not quite happy with the way the HTT-40 project was pro-
gressing, the IAF was hesitant to place any degree of reliance on 
this aircraft as its basic trainer. Apart from the tardy progress of 
the project, the IAF was of the view that the projected unit cost 
of the HTT-40 was much higher than that of the Pilatus PC-7. In 
fact in September 2012, the IAF indicated that it had formally 
rejected the HTT-40 for this very reason. However, in February 
2015, under pressure from the government, the IAF relented and 
agreed to accept 70 HTT-40 aircraft if and when delivered by HAL.

In the past, HAL has delivered indigenously designed, devel-
oped and built trainer aircraft such as the HT-2 and the HJT-16 
Kiran which have been eminently successful and have rendered 
yeoman service in training pilots for the IAF for over four decades. 
Unfortunately, over the years thereafter, HAL has failed to make 
good use of the experience gained and then progress to build up 
a robust indigenous capability to manufacture even basic trainer 
aircraft. Instead, HAL has focused largely on ‘production under 
licence’ and the slogan of indigenisation appears to have remained 
as mere ‘window-dressing’. The net result is that today, HAL is 
saddled with projects related to both combat and trainer aircraft 

that are either on the verge of 
failure or have had inordinately 
long development time frame with 
the products falling short both in 
quality and delivery schedule. The 
light combat aircraft Tejas and 
the intermediate jet trainer HJT-
36 Sitara are eloquent examples 
of the deep-seated malaise that 
afflicts the organisation. The state 
of affairs with regard to indigenous 
capability is evident in the fact that 
it has taken HAL over a decade to 
roll out the first prototype of the 
HTT-40 which is a simple platform 
devoid of advanced or complex 
technologies and its power plant 
procured from abroad.

Unless HAL develops the 
capability to indigenously design, 
develop and produce aircraft 
across the required spectrum 
required for military use, it will 
be unreasonable to expect the 
IAF to display the desired level 
of confidence in the Indian aero-
space major. SP

—By Air Marshal  
B.K. Pandey (Retd)

HAL needs to develop the capability 
to indigenously design, develop and 
produce aircraft required by the Indian 

armed forces

INDIGENOUS 
CAPABILITY?
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The hangar doors opened wide. The wheels turned. And our brand new E190-E2 rolled out 

to a standing ovation. For those in attendance, it was a moment both joyful and historic. 

Because it marked the world’s first glimpse of the second generation of E-Jets — a highly 

evolved new family of airliners that builds on the historic success of our first generation. 

Now, we truly are on a roll. And ready for E-Jets to make history. Again.

 

HISTORY IN  
THE MAKING.

E190-E2 ROLLOUT – FEB 25, 2016.
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